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Background
Smarter Network Storage Project

UK Power Networks confirm that all data monitored during

The Smarter Network Storage (SNS) project, funded through

the SNS project trials have been recorded in the Pi Historian

Ofgem’s Low Carbon Network Fund, is carrying out a range of

database system that UK Power Networks uses. Access to this

technical and commercial trials using energy storage to tackle

database has been granted in full to Newcastle University as

the challenges of transitioning to a low-carbon electricity sector.

required by the SDRC and all data is available to Ofgem on

Through demonstrating the UK first multi-purpose application

request.

of the installed 6MW/10MWh energy storage device at
Leighton Buzzard primary substation, the project is exploring
methods for accessing multiple ‘stacked’ benefits, maximising
value from alternative revenue streams for storage, while also
deferring traditional network reinforcement at the site.
The project is providing the industry with a greater understanding
and a detailed assessment of the economic business cases
for energy storage when operated in this multipurpose way.
Ultimately the project aims to help encourage adoption of this
key smart grid solution for the benefit of customers.
Purpose
This document forms the main deliverable required to meet
the Successful Delivery Reward Criteria 9.7 milestone for the
project. It describes end to end learning from the planning to
the operational performance of the Smarter Network Storage
trials. In particular, it contains:
1.	Detailed trial plans for each storage service trialled in the SNS
project, including key requirements and processes used;
2.	Financial performance data captured throughout the SNS
project;
3.	The assessment of the capabilities of the storage device
in providing the range of services and shared through the
project website, incorporating an assessment of the relative
value of services provided.
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Executive Summary
As we move towards a decarbonised, smart electricity sector,

avoidance services are simultaneously provided by reducing

all eyes are on the role that storage, especially batteries, can

peak load at the national level. Similarly, when reactive power is

play in the GB electricity system.

used for peak shaving, it reduces losses and improves efficiency
on the distribution network while offering the potential to

Policy makers already acknowledge the importance of storage

assist with reactive power shortages at the transmission level.

in the future energy mix to manage the unpredictability and
variability of intermittent generation and deliver system

Additionally, the SNS project satisfied all the criteria to pre-

stability. In this vein, the National Infrastructure Commission

qualify for relevant commercial services provision to the TSO

has highlighted the importance of storage in delivering a more

i.e. provide quick response to facilitate frequency response

flexible, efficient and cost-effective electricity system , while

provision and sustain the response for a minimum of two hours

the DECC/Ofgem chaired Smart Grid Forum confirms the status

to provide STOR services to the TSO.

1

2

of storage as one of the key smart interventions likely to be
required in the future smart grid3.

Can storage provide peak shaving services and offset the
need for conventional reinforcement?

There are, therefore, high expectations for the role of battery

The trials have built on previous trials and demonstrated that

storage as a means to provide flexibility and to support system

battery storage is able to support the distribution network and

security. However, to date there has been a limited evidence

defer reinforcement by providing peak shaving. SNS is suitably

base, in GB certainly, of the capabilities of grid scale battery

sized for this purpose, both in terms of power/energy but also

storage and its ability to serve multiple revenue-earning

in terms of building capacity for potential upgrade, to ensure

applications. The SNS trials change this.

that future load growth can be accommodated. The trials
have for the first time demonstrated direct synergies between

The trials commenced in November 2014 after commissioning

revenue earning from the triad mechanism when reducing

the battery plant and will continue until the end of the SNS

the peak load at a national level, while supporting the local

project by the end of 2016, however the core trials have already

distribution network by relieving it from peak loading reflected

been completed. They offer unique insight into the ways

in distribution network use of system charges.

in which a battery can be deployed within the GB electricity
system. Importantly, the trials give hard evidence of the role

Can distribution connected storage provide services to the TSO?

that batteries can play and the commercial opportunities linked

The trials have proven that battery storage is fully capable and

to multi-purpose application. As a result, there is now evidence

reliable in providing reserve and response services to the TSO

that helps to support the expectations that are being placed on

as well as tolling services to electricity suppliers.

battery storage, answering questions that the industry has, to
date, been grappling with.

Commercially, can revenues from multiple applications be
stacked to improve the business case for storage?

Can storage technically fulfil multiple functions without issue?

As peak shaving is only needed for a fraction of the year, it is

The SNS project has proven that storage is a multi-purpose

important that storage can be used to provide other services

technology, capable of doing different things at the same

at other times in order to make the business case work. The

time. For example, when providing active power through

trials have shown that other services can be provided at other

peak shaving to relieve congestion on the local network, triad

times, providing additional revenue streams. Outside the peak
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shaving requirement windows, storage can be used to provide

In conclusion

services to the TSO, such as frequency response and reserve,

Not only can battery storage be used in multiple applications

and to the electricity supplier (via tolling or arbitrage services)

but commercially it should be. Due to high fixed operating costs

to maximise the revenue from its operation. As future or

(such as auxiliary consumption costs and fixed capacity costs),

new services to the TSO (including reactive power, enhanced

the storage asset should not be idle. Contracts for storage

frequency response and demand turn-up) and/or the DNO

services should allow deployment for multiple applications to

(flexibility products) are developed, these offer additional or

support business cases.

substitute revenues.
In conclusion, the SNS project has provided evidence on the
What is the most profitable application at present?

potential of grid scale storage and the revenues associated

The trials highlighted that frequency response is currently the

with it. These results will be critical for the industry as the

most profitable commercial service that storage can provide,

uptake of storage increases and policy makers understand the

compared to reserve services or tolling. This is driven by the

opportunities it presents.

relative market prices seen during the trials.
Battery storage is able to provide both static and dynamic
frequency response. It is clear that the dynamic form of frequency
response is more beneficial to the TSO as the storage system
responds continuously to frequency changes as opposed to a
wide threshold trigger in the static frequency response variant.
However, the costs associated with the provision of the dynamic
service are higher, as the energy use is increased. In addition,
the higher utilisation of the Energy Storage System (ESS) the
higher its degradation, which is currently not remunerated in
either of the two variants.

‘Smart Power’, National Infrastructure Commission, March 2016.
The DECC/Ofgem Smart Grid Forum was created by the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) and Ofgem to support the UK’s transition to a secure, safe, low
carbon, affordable energy system.
3
‘The customer-focused smart grid: Next steps for regulatory policy and commercial issues in GB; Report of Workstream Six of the Smart Grid Forum’, 2015.
1
2
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Commercial
Recommendations
Based on the findings from the SNS project trials, the following

Ofgem’s flexibility project and the Transmission and Distribution

commercial recommendations are made.

Interface (TDI) steering group organised by the Energy
Networks Association (ENA) provide network operators with

Increase DNO-TSO collaboration

the opportunity to act on the above recommendations.

The penetration of distributed energy resources in distribution
networks has led to a number of challenges for DNOs and

Explore the potential of developing a framework to bundle

the TSO. Specifically, the saturation of distribution networks

existing services for storage

by Distributed Generation (DG) has led to voltage issues at

ESS can offer a number of services that are either currently

transmission entry points. On the other hand, this increased DG

accessible and have been trialled in the SNS project or that

penetration and the closure of conventional power plants has

are in the process of being developed and tendered for in the

amplified the capacity needs for frequency response for the

forthcoming years. Most of these services are procured by the

TSO. It is recommended that the collaboration between DNOs

TSO and are aimed at assisting with frequency control. The

and the TSO is increased with the aim to:

provision of these services however, is mutually exclusive;
for example, a resource that offers FFR may not offer STOR in

a.	Bridge the gap between TSO services provision and DNO

parallel. The response times of all these services start from sub-

potential requirements. For example, new services that

second (i.e. enhanced frequency response) and their response

are required by the TSO from resources that are or will be

period is up to two hours (i.e. STOR). An ESS can be sized

connected in the distribution network, should be carefully

appropriately to be able to offer all these services and assist

designed aiming to satisfy both the TSO and DNOs

the TSO with frequency control from a sub-second period after

requirements while working for the benefit of the long term

a frequency event throughout several hours. It is recommended

whole electricity system.

that services bundling is evaluated with the aim to retrieve the
full value from an ESS.

b.	Design services that are complementary. For example, reactive
power utilisation from distributed energy resources may benefit

In conclusion, the SNS project has provided evidence on the

the TSO by relieving voltage constraints. Simultaneously, it can

potential of grid scale storage and the revenues associated

potentially benefit the DNO by assisting with local voltage

with it. These results will be critical for the industry as the

control and increasing the distribution network efficiency by

uptake of storage increases and policy makers understand the

reducing losses and hence costs to customers.

opportunities it presents.

c.	Develop a system level approach for contracting storage
services. This approach should be targeted at improving the
economics, emissions and reliability of the electricity system
as a whole while facilitating innovation and competition.
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1.1 Rising Prominence of Storage

required in the future smart grid. The increased interest in Energy

Energy storage is a key source of flexibility that can help address

Storage Systems (ESSs) is evident when seeing the amount of

some of the challenges associated with the transition to a low-

capacity installed globally in the recent years. Figure 1 illustrates

carbon electricity sector. Storage, as identified by the Smart

how in the last six years there has been an exponential growth

Grid Forum , is one of the key smart interventions likely to be

of thermal and electro-chemical storage units.

4

Figure 1 Global storage installations over time (excluding pumped hydro and decommissioned storage systems).
Source: US Department of Energy5.
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ESSs may offer numerous services to the electricity system;
however, the value streams that individual applications can
access often leave their business cases less viable. This is also
suggested by the increase of multi-purpose applications of
storage systems over the last decade as shown in Figure 2.

4
The DECC/Ofgem Smart Grid Forum was created by the Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) and Ofgem to support the UK’s transition to a secure, safe, low
carbon, affordable energy system.
5
Department of Energy, Global Energy Storage Database, last accessed 14 May, 2015, http://www.energystorageexchange.org/
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Figure 2 Number operational projects (with registered purposes and defined start dates) by number of purposes and decade.
Source: US Department of Energy.
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In Great Britain, the interest in energy storage has increased

The SNS project has built and connected the first quadruple-

in recent years with over 20MW of grid scale installations by

purpose ESS in the UK designed to provide multiple services to

early 2016. This number is anticipated to substantially increase

the electricity system. Its primary applications are:

in the following years, driven by specifically by two factors: a

•	Peak shaving: allows DNOs to reduce peak times of electricity

significant reduction in the cost of ESSs and the introduction of
new revenue streams in the form of services announced during
2015 by National Grid, the Transmission System Operator (TSO)
in Great Britain.

consumption to defer network reinforcement;
•	Frequency response: enables National Grid to stabilise the
frequency of the system;
•	Electricity reserve: helps overcome the intermittency of
renewable generation; and

1.2 How does the Smarter Network Storage project fit in?
The SNS ESS project comprises a 6MW/7.5MVA/10MWh electro-

•	Tolling: storage can offer wholesale market trading
opportunities for other market participants.

chemical storage system which has been connected to the 11kV
side of UK Power Networks’ 33/11kV substation at Leighton

The ESS has been designed to enable the delivery of additional,

Buzzard. Its purpose is to evaluate the technical and economic

secondary services for the specific site. These services include

benefits of multi-purpose application of energy storage and

reactive power support and voltage support. All these primary

identify the key market, commercial and regulatory barriers to

and secondary services have been trialled in the SNS project

the effective deployment of storage across Great Britain.

and they are discussed in detail in this report.
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1.3 Purpose of this report
This document forms the main deliverable required to meet
the Successful Delivery Reward Criteria 9.76 milestone of the
SNS project. It describes the trials undertaken to evaluate the
performance of the storage system in providing a number of
services to the distribution network, the TSO National Grid and
the project’s energy supplier Smartest Energy.

TSO
- Frequency Response
- Reserve
- Triads

ENERGY
SUPPLIER
- Tolling

DNO

Figure 3 Services and beneficiaries
provided by the ESS of the SNS project.

- Peak Shaving
- Reactive Power
Support

The trials undertaken in the project have gone through detailed

1.4 Structure of this report

design which included gathering specifications, design,

This report is structured as follows:

development and testing software systems used to manage the

Section 2 describes the high level architecture of the SNS

storage plant. This report outlines the design of the trials to enable

ESS. This description has been provided to help the reader

other DNOs and interested parties to understand the different

comprehend the trial designs laid out in Section 3.

requirements and processes needed to operate each service.
Section 3 is broken down into three subsections; one for each
Operational and financial data have been recorded for each trial to

service beneficiary within the SNS Project: the DNO, the TSO

evaluate the technical and commercial performance of the storage

and the electricity supplier. Each subsection introduces the

plant. The data have been used to assess the capabilities of the

trialled services, provides the key requirements and operational

storage plant in providing the different services, incorporating an

processes in place to operate the service, details the trial design

assessment of the relative value of each. The analysis presented

and outlines the trial results.

in this report uses trial data from the beginning of December
2014, when the ESS was commissioned, until the beginning of

Section 4 draws together the findings from the trials to highlight

March 2016 when this report was finalised.

the key messages identified and their implications for future
deployment of storage.

6

Successful demonstrations of storage value streams as set out in the Project Direction issued by Ofgem 21 December 2012.
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2

Smarter Network Storage
High Level Architecture
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Figure 4 illustrates the software architecture of the Forecasting,

•	Smartest Energy is the electricity supplier through whom UK

Optimisation and Scheduling System (FOSS) . This diagram

Power Networks can buy and sell the electricity exchanged.

outlines the different actors involved in the operation and

They allowed the tolling trial to proceed without in any way

service provision of the ESS:

distorting the energy market;

7

•	AMT Sybex developed FOSS and provided support throughout
•	The Battery Manager sits within UK Power Networks, and his

the trials; and

role includes preparing plans, ensuring schedules for the trials

•	S&C Electric provided the physical ESS, subcontracting the

were entered and data gathered and analysed after the event;

battery supply to Samsung SDI and battery management

•	Kiwi Power is the aggregator who serves as an intermediary

system to Younicos.

between UK Power Networks and National Grid for the delivery
of ancillary services. They submit declarations for services and
ensure payments are made for services delivered;
Met Office

AMT-SYBEX (Belfast)

Smartest Energy

Weather Forecast

FOSS GUI Users
KiWi Power

AMT_SYBEX Support Staff

Contract
Data

WWW

Schedule
Data

Key

UKPN
UKPNFarm
Citrix
UKPN
Citrix
Farm
Citrix Farm

HTTP/HTTPS Web Service Calls
UKPN Data Centre

Integration via WebSphere MQ
iPSec VPN
Potential Support Destination(s)

IBM WebSphere MQ
FOSS System
WebSphere
Application
Server
Oracle 11g R2

Message Broker

FOSS GUI Users

UKPN Corporate
LAN/WAN
BESSM

Project Office

PI
Historian

Leighton Buzzard

Fore Hamlet

Figure 4 High level architecture of the FOSS.
Detailed information on the design of the FOSS system can be found at the Logical Architecture Design Document for the ESS: http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/
innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/SNS2.15-Logical-Architecture-Design-Dec+2013.pdf

7
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Figure 5 shows the high level architecture of the ESS and

Energy Storage Device Manager (BESDM) units, each controlling

IT infrastructure used during the SNS trials. This diagram

two battery arrays. The BESSM communicates with the Storage

illustrates the messages exchanged between all parties. The

Management System (SMS) that controls the inverter units.

Battery Energy Storage System Management (BESSM), placed

Further technical design details are available in previously

in the lower right corner, provides the higher level software

published SNS reports8.

management platform for the plant. It controls six Battery

KiWi Power
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Smartest Energy
From: Energy provider
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schedule
How: Web browser

Internet
To: ESS
From: KiWi Power
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VRF

To: KiWi Power
From: FOSS/
What: Battery Schedule/
Battery Performance
How: Web Browser/
WebServices/ESB
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From: ESB Host
What: Dispatch Signals
How: Websphere MQ

Routers and
switches

To: Battery Manager
From: FOSS
What: Technical and
Commercial data
How: Web browser

To: ESS
From: Battery Manager
What: BESSM Control
How: BESSM SCADA
client

To: Battery Manager
From: BESSM
What: BESSM/ESS
and network
monitoring
How: Web browser

To: FOSS
From: Battery
Manager
What: SOCS
Schedule & FOSS
How: Web browser
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LB Primary T2
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1
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11kV
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Figure 5 High level architecture of the technical infrastructure and messaging systems.
Detailed information on the Design and Planning Considerations can be found in the following report: http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/SNS1.2_SDRC+9.1+-+Design+%26+Planning+Considerations+Report_v1.0.pdf

8
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3

Smarter Network
Storage Trials
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3.1 DNO Services

3.1.1 Peak Shaving Service Introduction and Key

ESSs can offer various services to the DNO. In general, energy

Requirements

storage may be used to support heavily loaded feeders or

Licence conditions require UK Power Networks to plan and

substations, otherwise known as peak shaving, which enables

develop their networks provide a level of security of supply

network reinforcement deferral. Additionally, it can mitigate

which is defined by Engineering Recommendation (ER) P2/6.

voltage sags, swells and flicker, provide power factor correction/

This sets out the minimum demand that needs to be met

reduce losses, reduce the use of tap changers and extend their

following the loss of one or more circuits at a site or “group”.

lifetime and assist islanded networks.

P2/6 specifies a level of redundancy, appropriate to the group
demand, such that in the event of one or more failures a certain

The storage location, configuration, loading conditions and

proportion of group demand can still be met. This portion is

electrical constraints of the adjacent distribution network,

termed “firm capacity”, and at Leighton Buzzard only the “N-1”

together with the control capabilities of the storage system, must

single failure situation requires consideration.

be considered when specifying the range of services that may
be offered to the DNO. The storage system of the SNS project is a

Leighton Buzzard has two 33/11kV 38MVA transformers fed

state of the art system with full real-time manual and automatic

by two 33kV overhead Lines (OHLs) each with a winter rating

scheduling control capabilities for real and reactive power.

of 35.4MVA. The site firm capacity is currently restricted by
the thermal rating of the 33kV OHLs and is therefore 35.4MVA

The primary application of the SNS project’s storage system

during any winter season. This figure corresponds to loading of

has been to provide peak shaving at Leighton Buzzard primary

the lines at any point along their length. To account for losses

substation with the purpose of network reinforcement deferral.

in the line a limit of 34MVA has been applied for the Leighton

The second DNO service that was trialled in the project was the

Buzzard end, as the load on the supply end will be higher. Figure

provision of reactive power support to improve the power factor

6 shows the single line diagram of the local network.

and reduce losses.

Grid Substation
132kv to 33kv
Grid
Supply

Power
Flow

Overhead Lines

Figure 6 Single line diagram of the Leighton Buzzard primary substation connection.

To Customers

Primary Substation
33kv to 11kv

Energy
Storage
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At Leighton Buzzard, the P2/6 requirement is for the first two

scheduled for peak shaving using the trial design process

thirds of group demand to be met within 15 minutes, with the

outlined in Figure 7.

remaining total group demand to be met within three hours.
This means that, in combination with a 2MVA existing transfer

The peak shaving service is the primary application for the SNS

capacity through 11kV feeders, the allowable capacity in order

project; however, the service is not required 24/7 and therefore

to keep within P2/6 limits is 36MVA. Although there is this

other services are scheduled for delivery when the ESS is not

transfer capacity available at site, it is desirable to avoid relying

scheduled for peak shaving. As such, the planning for the ESS

on reconfiguration of the network to achieve restoration of

operation is done at a weekly basis to inform and get approval

some supplies. This means that ideally the storage facility must,

from UK Power Networks’ Control Centre for the following week:

at a minimum, be capable of maintaining peak demands below

network control engineers require a minimum of five days’ notice

34MVA during winter periods.

for approving work schedules to ensure normal network operation.

3.1.1.1 Peak Shaving Trial Design

In the case of the SNS project, the peak shaving is a DNO service

The peak shaving service corresponds to limiting the apparent

provided by a DNO asset; therefore, there are currently no

power flow at Leighton Buzzard primary substation to maintain

commercial restrictions to follow a strictly repetitive timeline.

the loading of the OHLs within operating limits. The ESS may

Although the trial process could work for any timeline (e.g. next day,

provide both active and reactive power to minimise the excess

next week, etc.) operation in the SNS project found that a weekly

apparent power flow when a single failure situation (“N-1”)

process was effective and aligned with current business processes.

occurs. During the SNS trial period, there have not been any

However, energy and power forecasting required for peak shaving

genuine “N-1” events requiring the dispatch of storage for peak

improves closer to real-time, as weather forecasts which are input

shaving. However the storage system has been accordingly

to the load forecasting algorithm used in the FOSS, improve.

1. Evaluate plant
availability (i.e. planned
maintenance or testing)

6. Record data

2. Forecast network loading
of Leighton Buzzard
Primary Substation for
the intended trial period
(day, week, etc.)

5. Monitor service
delivery

3. Calculate peak shaving
requirements (power
and energy) for each
half-hourly period

4. Schedule peak
shaving according to
requirements

Figure 7 Peak shaving trial process.
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The detailed trial design process used for completing a peak

plant and/or initiate reconfiguration if required to maintain the

shaving trial includes the following steps:

P2/6 compliance of the local network.

1. Evaluate the availability of the plant for the following

6. Record data: Data are recorded in UK Power Networks’ Pi

week: This step involves communication between the battery

Historian database system. Redundancy in data storage also

manager, the project team and the network engineers to

exists by means of data recording the BESSM database.

identify whether any outages have been scheduled during the
intended period for peak shaving provision. Outages include (i)

3.1.1.2 Peak Shaving Trial Results

network outages, such as circuit or transformer outages and

The ESS started providing support to the distribution network

(ii) outage of the storage plant due to testing or maintenance.

since its energisation in November 2014 by being available

If any days or periods of the following week are reserved for

and scheduled for peak shaving when required. Data for the

outage purposes, unavailability is noted and considered in the

network loading of the Leighton Buzzard primary substation for

preparation of the trial schedule.

the period November 2014-November 2015 was recorded and
analysed to calculate the peak shaving requirements over the

2. Forecast network loading of the primary substation for

trial period.

the intended trial period: The FOSS system developed in the
SNS project incorporates a load forecasting system which accepts

Figure 8 shows the loading and the loading limit of the Leighton

historical network loading and weather forecast information as

Buzzard primary substation during the trial period, the loading

inputs. The FOSS system then produces a load forecast for the

limit changes with the seasonal rating of the 33kV OHLs. Figure

substation for each future half-hour that the trial is designed for.

9 shows the daily total peak shaving requirement in terms of
energy (in MVAh) and the maximum peak shaving requirement

3. Calculate peak shaving requirements (power and energy)
for each half-hourly period: This is an automatic function that
is executed in the FOSS system to allocate appropriate capacity
for peak shaving.
4. Schedule peak shaving according to requirements:
This step is intended to optimise when and how the storage
is charged, based on energy prices. The control system of the
SNS storage device has been designed to allow the setup of
different parameters for peak shaving including the priority in
using active or reactive power to achieve peak shaving.
5. Monitor service delivery: During the trial the battery
manager monitors the operation of the plant. In case any faults
or unexpected events are identified, he and the Control Centre
of UK Power Networks have the ability to control manually the

in terms of power (in MVA) per day.
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Figure 8 Loading of Leighton Buzzard primary substation and loading limit during the trial period.
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Loading Limit (MVA)
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Figure 9 Maximum power and energy requirement for peak shaving per day during the trial period.
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Table 1 summarizes the statistics for peak shaving requirement

energy required for peak shaving by month. It is evident that

during the trial period. Based on real loading of the Leighton

the highest requirement arises during the months of November

Buzzard substation, the peak shaving service was mostly

and March (approximately 85%).

required between October and April. However the requirement
was shown to be relatively low representing 13.15% days and
1.1% hours of a full year of operation. Figure 10 shows the

Table 1 - Peak shaving requirements during the trial period.
Annual requirement
(hours)

Annual
requirement (days)

Annual energy
requirement (Total MVAh)

Daily maximum
power (MVA)

Daily maximum
energy (MVAh)

97

48

141.6

5.7

19.9

Figure 10 - Peak shaving energy requirements by month of the trial period
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The loading limits used in Figure 9, Figure 10, and Table 1 are the

loading limits. It is evident that the maximum daily power and

seasonal loading limits of the single overhead line. These limits

energy required is reduced and is within the capability of the ESS

are considered in the control systems of the ESS to calculate the

system of 6MW/7.5MVA/10MWh.

amount of power and energy required to support the network
by scheduling peak shaving. As explained in Section 3.1.1, these
are adjusted to consider the line losses and do not include the
transfer capacity of 2MVA. Table 2 shows the peak shaving
requirements when 2MVA transfer capacity is included in the
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Table 2 - Peak shaving requirements during the trial period (including 2MVA transfer capacity)
Annual requirement
(hours)

Annual
requirement (days)

Annual energy
requirement (Total MVAh)

Daily maximum
power (MVA)

Daily maximum
energy (MVAh)

27.5

15

34.3

3.7

10.2

Artificial loading limits were set to evaluate the peak shaving

3.	Figure 13 shows that both active and reactive powers were

functionality built in the SNS control systems, as during the Peak

used in a relatively equal proportion to shave the peak at the

Shaving trial period there were no genuine “N-1” events:

substation using an artificial loading limit of 28.5MVA.

1.	Figure 11 shows that active power was used to maintain the
loading limit at the substation within the pre-defined artificial
limit of 24MVA.
2.	In Figure 12, it is shown that reactive power was prioritised
to shave the peak keeping the load below the artificial
loading limit of 28MVA. When reactive power support was
not adequate to satisfy the power export required to shave
the peak, active power was used.

Figure 11 Peak Shaving with active power prioritised over reactive power (3rd March 2015).
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Figure 12 Peak Shaving with reactive power prioritised over active power (6th March 2015).
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Figure 13 Peak Shaving, neutral priority of active and reactive power (10th March 2015).
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3.1.1.3 Peak Shaving Trial Conclusions

Analysis on reactive power demand data for the peak shaving

The peak shaving trials showed that during the trial period

trial period showed that the day with the highest reactive

November 2014-November 2015 the ESS of the SNS project

power demand at Leighton Buzzard primary substation was

was required for 48 days (97 hours). This demonstrates that

the 22 January 2015. In that day:

the ESS of the SNS project is suitable for providing this service
to the DNO. Despite the fact that the storage system was not

•	The reactive power demand reached 4.55MVAr; therefore,

dispatched during “N-1” conditions as they did not occur during

the ESS capability of 7.5MVAr is adequate to cover this; The

the trial period, the tests that were conducted (shown in Figure

maximum reactive power demand did not coincide with

11 to Figure 13) to evaluate the service functionality using both

the maximum apparent power demand.

active and reactive power showed that the ESS is reliable and
effective in providing the peak shaving service.

•	Figure 14 shows that the maximum reactive power
demand occurred at 12:30, while the maximum apparent
power demand occurred at 18:00 (black circle). Provided

Further lessons from the peak shaving trials include:

that the loading limit for peak shaving (excluding transfer

1.	The loading limit of an overhead line in a radial distribution

capacity) is 34MVA, the peak shaving requirement for that

network configuration such as the Leighton Buzzard area,

day was 3.17MVAh (with 1.66MVA peak). Table 3 shows

should be considered at the supply (higher voltage) end

that it is possible to shave the peak for that day reducing

of the line to include losses. In this case, the losses in the

the apparent power load to 34MVA by using either reactive

overhead line were considered in the setting of the loading

power priority or active power priority. It is evident that

limit for the peak shaving service.

when reactive power priority is used, the energy required
to shave the peak in terms of MWh is lower.

2.	The seasonal loading limit convention used for the peak
shaving service is defined in Engineering Recommendation

4.	The impact of future loading conditions in the substation

(ER) P27 and is based on weather conditions, primarily

was considered to evaluate the adequacy of the installed

temperature, that change between seasons. However, as

ESS in providing peak shaving. Table 4 shows the predicted

loading conditions vary more dynamically and are also driven

growth of demand (in MW) until 2025 at Leighton Buzzard

by weather conditions, it is suggested that more dynamic

primary substation. This information is based on the planning

loading ratings in the form of Dynamic Line Rating (DLR)

load estimates prepared by UK Power Networks and the

should be considered in setting peak shaving loading limits.

actual maximum demand of 2014 that occurred during the
9 December, which was 35.68MVA. Considering the winter

3.	Reactive power can be used from the power conversion

loading limit of 34MVA, the 7.5MVA ESS of the SNS project is

system of the ESS to assist with peak shaving. The effectiveness

essential and adequate to provide peak shaving and maintain

of reactive power in providing peak shaving depends on the

P2/6 compliance. To address the uncertainty of additional

reactive power load on the substation (measured in MVAr).

demand growth which may be driven by unforeseen local

The maximum reactive power contribution to peak shaving

developments is considered by allowing extra space and

for each instance is in effect the amount of reactive power

building capacity in the SNS location to upgrade to an

flow at the point of constraint. Consequently, peak shaving

8MW/10MVA/18MWh system9.

with reactive power aims to minimise the reactive power
flows and bring the power factor as close to unity as possible.
Smarter Network Storage, Design and planning considerations, October 2013, accessed 19 February 2016: http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/
tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/SNS1.2_SDRC+9.1+-+Design+%26+Planning+Considerations+Report_v1.0.pdf

9
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Figure 14 Apparent and reactive power demand at Leighton Buzzard primary substation during the day with maximum reactive
power demand.
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Table 3 - Calculation of ESS set-points required from the ESS to satisfy the peak shaving requirement on 22 January 2015.
Annual

Loading Limit
34MVA

Substation loading
without SNS

Time

Peak Shaving
Requirement (MVA)

MVAr

MW

17:30

1.42

4.17

18:00

1.66

18:30
19:00
19:30

Reactive Power Priority

Active Power Priority

MVA

SNS MW

SNS MVAr

SNS MW

SNS MVAr

35.18

35.42

-1.18

-4.17

-1.43

0

3.99

35.43

35.66

-1.43

-3.99

-1.67

0

1.51

3.8

35.3

35.51

-1.3

-3.8

-1.52

0

1.42

3.61

35.24

35.42

-1.24

-3.61

-1.43

0

0.33

3.49

34.16

34.33

-0.16

-3.49

-0.33

0

Total energy use from SNS for each priority mode (MWh)

2.65

3.19

Table 4 - Predicted demand growth at Leighton Buzzard primary substation until 2025.
Year

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

Predicted
growth in MW

0.2		

0.3

0.3

0.3		

0.3		

0.4		

0.6		

0.7		

0.7		 0.8		 0.8

Predicted maximum
winter demand in MW

35.88

35.98

35.98

35.98

35.98

36.08

36.28		

36.38		

36.38		 36.48		 36.48

Predicted maximum
37.38
winter demand (in MVA)
using 0.96 power factor

37.48

37.48

37.48

37.48

37.59

37.80		

37.90		

37.90		 38.00		 38.00
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3.1.2 Reactive Power Support Service Introduction and Key

The third control strategy uses voltage thresholds at the

Requirements

substation level and droop characteristics for the storage

ESSs that are connected to the distribution network via power

control system to maintain the voltage within the pre-defined

electronics interfaces such as inverters are able to provide

thresholds. This control strategy has not been evaluated in full

4-quadrant operation and utilise their reactive power exchange

within this trial period as it has not been considered as critical for

capability depending on control strategies envisaged. The control

the site, provided that the automatic voltage control scheme at

systems of the ESS in the SNS project have been designed to

Leighton Buzzard primary substation is operating normally and

utilise reactive power using the following control strategies:

provides sufficiently voltage control. However, this strategy is
intended to be trialled within 2016.

1.	Peak shaving: as discussed in Section 3.1.1.2, this control
strategy enables using reactive power to minimise the

3.1.2.1 Reactive Power Support Trial Design

apparent at the substation level.

Figure 15 outlines the trial design process. Similarly to the peak

2.	Power factor support: reactive power can be utilised to

shaving process, there is no strict timeline needed for the trial

minimise the reactive power flows at the substation level and

delivery, given that this service is provided to the DNO by a DNO

in effect improve the power factor and minimise losses.

asset. Additionally, there are no explicit risks currently for under-

3.	Voltage control: reactive power (in addition to or in isolation

delivering or not delivering the service, as opposed to peak

with active power) can be utilised to control the voltage at

shaving where security of supply is of utmost importance for

the substation level.

the operation of the network.

As described in Section 3.1.1, the peak shaving strategy has been

The detailed trial design process used for completing a reactive

proven to be effective, essentially up to the level of minimising

power support trials:

the reactive power flows that influence apparent power flows.
The threshold set for peak shaving is apparent power (MVA).

1. Evaluate the availability of the plant for the following
week: this step involves communication between the battery

The second control strategy has been explored in the SNS project

manager, the project team and the network engineers to

to examine how reactive power support can be used to improve

identify whether any outage has been scheduled during the

the power factor at Leighton Buzzard and reduce losses. As

intended period for peak shaving provision. Outages include

such, the only requirement for providing this service is real-time

network outages, such as circuit or transformer outages and

measurements of the reactive power flows at the substation

outage of the storage plant due to testing or maintenance.

level to be provided to the ESS control system. Based on analysis

If any days or periods of the following week are reserved for

of historical site demand the assumed power factor that is used

outage purposes, unavailability is noted and considered in the

to calculate Planning Load Estimates (PLEs) at Leighton Buzzard

preparation of the trial schedule.

is 0.96. The ability of the ESS to improve the power factor was
evaluated.

2. Forecast network loading of the primary substation for
the intended trial period: The FOSS system incorporates a
load forecasting system which uses historical network loading
and weather forecast information as inputs to produce a load
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forecast for the substation for each future half-hour that the trial

5. Record data: Data are recorded in UK Power Networks’ Pi

is designed about.

Historian database. Redundancy in data storage also exists by
means of data recording in the BESSM database.

3. Schedule reactive power support: if the local network
does not require support from the storage for peak shaving,
reactive power support is scheduled in the control system for
the intended trial period.
4. Monitor service delivery: During execution of the trial the
battery manager monitors the operation of the plant. In case any
faults or unexpected events are identified, the battery manager
and the control room of UK Power Networks have the ability
to control manually the plant and or initiate reconfiguration if
required to maintain the P2/6 compliance of the local network.

1. Evaluate plant
availability (i.e. planned
maintenance or testing)

5. Record data

4. Monitor service
delivery

Figure 15 Reactive power support trial process.

2. Forecast network loading
of Leighton Buzzard
Primary Substation for
the intended trial period
(day, week, etc.)

3. Schedule reactive
power support
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3.1.2.2

Reactive Power Support Trial Results

ii)	Figure 17 shows the effect of reactive power support in the

The application of reactive power support to improve the power

total loading of the substation. The impact of this control

factor at the substation level was investigated during the period

function on the total loading is negligible. The reactive power

6-8 June. The ESS was scheduled to minimise the reactive power

use over this 53-hour trial period was 32.7MVarh. This saved

flows at the substation and bring the power factor as close to

2.2MVAh over the 723MVAh used at the substation level

unity as possible.

during the trial period corresponding to a 0.3% reduction.

i)	Figure 16 demonstrates the reactive power used from the

Reactive power support can be used in parallel with other

ESS of the SNS project is shown to minimise the reactive

services that require delivery of active power. Figure 18 and

power flows at the substation. The reactive power capability

Figure 19 show the concurrent delivery of active and reactive

use from the ESS is utilised in both directions (i.e. import and

power for two 15-minute periods using second by second real

export) depending on the power factor at the substation. The

data from the SNS project. These profiles are equivalent to

Leighton Buzzard demand transitions from inductive during

parallel delivery of market services or reserve or recharging with

day hours to capacitive during the night hours.

reactive power support.

Figure 16 Reactive power flow from the ESS and its effect on reactive power at the substation.
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Figure 17 Loading demand at the substation with and without the ESS reactive power.
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Figure 18 Concurrent delivery of active and reactive power export.
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Figure 19 Concurrent delivery of active power import and reactive power export.
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Furthermore, reactive power support can be used in parallel

without issue subject to the overall power constraints of the

with the delivery of frequency response services to the TSO,

conversion system of the ESS. Further details on the usage and

both are current market services for National Grid . Figure 20

parameters of the frequency response service are provided later

shows the concurrent delivery of dynamic frequency response

in this report in Section 3.2.2.

10

and reactive power support, which can be provided together

Figure 20 Concurrent provision of dynamic frequency response and reactive power.
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3.1.2.3 Reactive Power Trial Conclusions

Further lessons from the reactive power support trials include:

The reactive power support trials of the SNS project showed
that the ESS is suitable and effective in providing reactive

1.	Reactive power use from ESS may reduce the losses in

power support to the distribution network. As discussed in

distribution networks and improve the overall efficiency. More

Section 3.1.1.3, the maximum reactive power flow on Leighton

detailed analysis presented in the SDRC9.511 report indicates

Buzzard primary substation observed throughout the trials was

that the line loss factors of the customers connected to the

4.55MVAr; well within the 7.5MVAr reactive power support

distribution network are expected to be altered and in effect

capability of the ESS.

impact their energy charges.

National Grid, Frequency response services and enhanced reactive power service, accessed 19th February 2016:http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/balancingservices/frequency-response/ and http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/balancing-services/reactive-power-services/enhanced-reactive-power-service/
11
Smarter Network Storage, Electricity storage in GB: Recommendations for legal and regulatory framework, accessed 19th February 2016: http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.
co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/Report+9.5+19Oct_v2.1_%28Final+Photos%29.pdf
10
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2.	The impact of reactive power use from ESS on the voltage
of distribution networks depends on the size of the ESS (in

the TSO as explained in the next section) are provided in an
uncoordinated manner.

terms of reactive power capability) and its location on the
distribution network.

A voltage control function that is able to operate in parallel with
other control functions is currently being developed in the SNS

a)	Voltage limits: the Electricity Safety, Quality and Continuity
Regulations 2002 recommend the following limits to be

project and is aimed to be trialled and documented in the SNS
project’s close-down report.

applied for each voltage level:
		 •	in the case of a low voltage supply, a variation not

3.2 Balancing Services to the TSO

exceeding 10% above or 6% below the declared voltage

Energy storage systems may offer a variety of services to the

at the declared frequency;

TSO to assist with the control of grid frequency which is the

		 •	in the case of a high voltage supply operating at a

TSO’s obligation as per its license condition C16. These services

voltage below 132,000 volts, a variation not exceeding

are referred to as frequency response and reserve services.

6% above or below the declared voltage at the declared

Frequency response services are procured and utilised by

frequency;

National Grid (the TSO in Great Britain) to keep grid frequency

		 •	in the case of a high voltage supply operating at a voltage

within statutory limits both in normal conditions and after an

of 132,000 volts or above, a variation not exceeding 10

unexpected incident (e.g. sudden loss of generation). Energy

per cent above or below the declared voltage at the

resources from the generation or the demand side that are

declared frequency.

able to react very fast are used for this purpose. As Figure 21

	In the case of the ESS in the SNS project, voltage limits at the

illustrates, Primary response is delivered within 10 seconds;

11kV substation level are maintained by an Automatic Voltage

secondary response is delivered within 30 seconds and is

Control (AVC) mechanism using on load tap changers. As such,

sustained for up to 30 minutes until slower response units

voltage limits violation is not considered to be a critical issue

(reserves) are energised to restore the balance between supply

in the specific installation, however, considerations for ESS

and demand.

that are not installed adjacent to an AVC equipped substation
should be made.
	b) Voltage step change: ER P28 defines the voltage step change
allowed for high powered equipment (if flicker severity levels
are not relevant) as 3%. Preliminary testing conducted at
Leighton Buzzard primary substation showed that a full swing
of the active and reactive power output may lead to over
4.5% voltage step magnitude exceedance. Although such
swings are not anticipated to occur when the ESS is operated
to provide any of the services trialled within the SNS project
and presented in this report, the voltage step change limit
violation may arise if future services combinations (such as
frequency response and reactive power control services to
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Figure 21 Frequency Control Phases.12
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Reserve services are provided by resources that are required to

BM units (such as the ESS of the SNS project) to participate with

source extra power in the form of either generation or demand

capacity higher than 3MW.

reduction and can sustain their output for longer periods until
Balancing Mechanism (BM) units can be brought online and

Fast Reserve is also available to non-BM units but has a 50MW

utilised if required. There are three main reserve services: Short

power requirement. This limitation prohibited the SNS storage

Term Operating Reserve (STOR), Demand Management and Fast

system from offering this service. The full list of balancing services

Reserve. The timescale for reserve services is shown in Figure 22.

that National Grid procures, including frequency response,
reserve and reactive power, can be found in their website13.

The pertinent requirements for each balancing service were

During the fourth quarter of 2015 National Grid designed an

carefully examined; Firm Frequency Response (FFR) services

additional service called Enhanced Frequency Response (EFR)14.

and Short Term Operating Reserve (STOR) services allow non-

Investigations are ongoing to determine the suitability of the
SNS storage system to this service.

Figure 22 Reserve services timeline.
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G. Hathaway, Demand side opportunities, accessed 19 February 2016: http://www.nationalgrid.com/NR/rdonlyres/BE8D8515-7325-43C3-A8FB-85249BA9E76B/38375/
Demand_Side_Opportunities.pdf
13
National Grid, Keeping the electricity transmission system in balance, accessed 19 February 2016: http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/balancing-services/
14
National Grid, Enhanced frequency response, accessed 19th February 2016: http://www2.nationalgrid.com/Enhanced-Frequency-Response.aspx
12
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3.2.1 Reserve: STOR Service Introduction

3.2.1.1 STOR Pre-Operational Testing for Key Requirements

Short Term Operating Reserve (STOR) is a service procured by

Enrolment in the TSO’s STOR programme requires a pre-qualification

the TSO for the provision of active power from generation and/

assessment to ensure that the candidate plant satisfies the above

or demand reduction. The TSO uses STOR to balance supply with

requirements. The criterion used for the evaluation includes the

demand in the short term, during an unplanned event of supply

assessment of energy capacity of the plant, its efficiency and its

shortage or demand increase. The TSO pre-defines, based on

insensitivity to grid frequency changes whilst on STOR delivery

its support requirements, availability windows for STOR each

mode. Specifically, it measures the stability of the output of the

year for each of the six STOR seasons15. For example, the STOR

contracted power for the maximum period of two hours. This is

windows for Season 6 (February to March inclusive for 2016) are

expressed by the energy delivered during the dispatch period.

07:00-13:30 and 16:30-21:00 for working days and 10:30-13:30
and 16:30-21:00 for non-working days.

The SNS plant was tested for STOR by National Grid on 6 March
2015 and successfully pre-qualified to enrol into the STOR

There are three forms of the STOR service that are available to

programme. More details on the pre-qualification assessment

providers:

for STOR including results and their analyses can be found in

1.	Committed STOR: the provider declares its resource as

Section 5.4 of the report ‘SDRC 9.5 Energy Storage as an Asset’

available for a whole season

learning report”16.

2.	Flexible STOR: the provider (this form of STOR is only available
to non Balancing Mechanism units) may choose the windows

The communication system does not form part of the pre-

for which its resource is declared as available within a period.

qualification testing with the TSO for plants that participate in

3.	Premium STOR: Specific windows that are more valuable for

the STOR programme via an aggregator. The aggregator accepts

National Grid are defined on a bi-annual basis.

the responsibility for monitoring, data recording, service delivery
evaluation and distribution of dispatch signals initiated by the TSO.

To be eligible for STOR, a provider must be able to deliver a

The communications system and interfaces between UK Power

minimum real power of 3MW within 20 minutes of a call and

Networks and KiWi Power were separately tested to ensure that

maintain that output for two hours. The actual duration may

the following key requirements to deliver STOR were met:

be less if a relevant dispatch signal is received from the TSO.

•	The plant is able to respond to dispatch signals within 20

A provider must also be available to deliver the service for a

minutes: the SNS plant was found to respond within 4.8

minimum of three times a week.

seconds after a dispatch-start STOR delivery signal and within
3.4 seconds after a dispatch-stop STOR delivery signal. These

The STOR market can be accessed either directly (i.e. any
resource provider may enter tender individually) or indirectly

dispatch times satisfied the requirement of responding to a
dispatch signal within 20 minutes;

via an aggregator company. In the SNS project, the aggregator

•	KiWi Power is able to retrieve and record data on the plant’s

company KiWi Power serves as an intermediary between UK

power use for every second during a STOR period: The control

Power Networks and the TSO for the delivery of the STOR and

system was set to forward power data to KiWi Power every

Frequency Response ancillary services.

second during the STOR periods that the plant was committed
to deliver the service and KiWi Power verified the receipt of
the required data.

For more information on the STOR market and the seasons, see http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/services/balancing-services/reserve-services/short-term-operating-reserve
I. Cooper, N. Heyward and P. Papadopoulos, “Energy Storage as an Asset”, UK Power Networks, http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/SNS1.12+EnergyStorageAsAnAsset+Learning+Report+v1.0.pdf

15

16
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3.2.1.2 STOR Operational Processes and Trial Design

During the SNS trials, UK Power Networks declared availability

The provision of STOR service to National Grid via an aggregator

for STOR provision to Kiwi Power on a weekly basis, i.e. every

enables the resource provider to skip or delegate the tendering

Wednesday UK Power Networks declared available power

process. This provides the flexibility to enter the STOR market

for the energy storage system for each STOR window of the

via an existing contract or agreement between the aggregator

following week, Monday to Sunday inclusive.

and National Grid. In essence the aggregator accepts the risks
associated with the tender and reconciliation and offers to the

The declaration of availability for STOR involves a number of steps

resource provider a proposed price (which is normally a part

to be undertaken after the decision to provide STOR has been

of the agreed price between the TSO and the aggregator) for

made. This decision was primarily based on a techno-economical

participating to the STOR market. The aggregator may utilise

assessment that encompassed the plant’s availability for the

multiple resources to satisfy a contract for each STOR window;

period of service provision, the forecasted load of Leighton

thus the distinction between committed and flexible STOR is not

Buzzard Primary Substation and economic optimisation enabled

necessarily required; for the SNS project, this means there is no

by FOSS (see Section 2). Figure 23 illustrates the STOR trial

financial benefit in declaring the storage plant for committed

design and implementation steps. It should be noted that the

STOR, as the price for both committed and flexible STOR is the

storage plant at Leighton Buzzard is primarily used to support

same.

the network, hence all trials considered the loading limit of the
substation throughout their planning and implementation.

Figure 23 STOR Trial Process.
1. Evaluate plant availability (i.e.
planned maintenance or testing)

9. Invoice KiWi Power and
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8. Record data

7. Monitor service
delivery
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Substation for the following week

3. Estimate cost/benefit for
providing the service
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delivery week
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4. Inform network control and
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STOR delivery
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6. Schedule the plant
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The detailed trial design process used for completing a STOR trial

as available for STOR, considering the periods between them

includes:

in which the storage should be charged to bring its State of
Charge (SoC) to an adequate level for subsequent delivery of

1.Evaluate the availability of the plant for the following

the service if called.

week: this step involves communication between the battery
manager, the project team and the network engineers to

Figure 24 shows an example of identifying the available power

identify whether any outage has been scheduled during

to tender for each STOR window The morning STOR window is

the intended period for STOR provision. Outages include

between 07:30 to 14:00 and the evening window is between

network outages, such as circuit or transformer outages and

16:00-21:30. The STOR gap period 14:00-16:00 may be used for

outages of the storage plant due to testing or maintenance.

recharging the storage plant in case it was called to deliver STOR

If any days or periods of the following week are reserved for

during the morning period. A headroom of 3.5MW is forecast

outage purposes, unavailability is noted and considered in the

for the gap period (as this date was in the summer the loading

preparation of the trial schedule.

limit for the site was 24.5MVA), hence a capacity of 6.3-6.8MWh
can be provided to the storage. This estimation considers a

2. Forecast network loading of the primary substation for

theoretical efficiency of 0.90-0.97. This headroom allows

the following week: The FOSS system incorporates a load

the declaration of up to 3.15-3.4MW for the evening window

forecasting system which uses historical network loading

considering that if the plant is called to deliver reserve during

and weather forecast information as inputs to produce a

the evening window it should be able to deliver the declared

load forecast for the substation for each future half-hour .

power for two hours. If there was not sufficient headroom to

The load forecast is used by the battery manager to identify

recharge during the gap period (14:00-16:00) it would only be

which STOR windows would be relevant for declaring them

possible to declare for one of the two windows.

17

Figure 24 Illustration of the available headroom for bringing the SoC to adequate level between STOR windows.
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Detailed information on the design of the FOSS system can be found at the Logical Architecture Design Document of SNS, accessed 19th February 2016: http://innovation.
ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/SNS2.15-Logical-Architecture-Design-Dec+2013.pdf

17
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3. Estimate cost/benefit for providing the service: Smartest

4 Inform network control and request approval: once the

Energy, the SNS energy supplier provides energy price

profile is designed, the battery manager produces a weekly

forecasts on a weekly basis. The battery manager inputs

forecast and requests its approval from the control room. If

the forecasts into FOSS which uses them to evaluate when

no objections are raised due to any technical reasons, the

it is economically best to recharge the storage plant for the

trial is approved. An example forecast profile that shows the

morning window or which window would be best to declare

minimum and maximum deviation from the substation’s load

as available in case there is not enough headroom during the

forecast is shown in Figure 26.

gap period.
5. Declare availability to aggregator: The declaration of
Figure 25 shows the evaluation of the SoC of the storage plant

availability to KiWi Power is performed by two channels:

assuming that the period 02:00-04:00 would be the most

i)	The battery manager emails available power for each STOR

economical for recharging the plant and preparing it for delivery

window for the following week every Wednesday by 12:00

for the morning window. If the plant is not dispatched during

to KiWi Power’s dispatch centre;

the morning window, there is no need to recharge during the

ii)	Automatic forwarding of the service calendar to KiWi Power

period 14:00-16:00 to deliver STOR during the evening window

through FOSS; this message is web-service based and

as the energy stored in the plant sufficed for the subsequent

details the declaration parameters in a schedule format.

service delivery. If the estimation shows that it is cheaper to

	Once received, KiWi Power declares the availability of their

recharge during the period 14:00-16:00 instead of the evening

portfolio to National Grid. If the declaration is accepted by

and night period of the following day to have sufficient energy

National Grid, KiWi Power confirms the acceptance of the

for delivering STOR for the next day, the plant is scheduled to be

declared STOR windows to SNS via web-services and the

recharged accordingly.

declared windows become committed for service delivery.

Figure 25 Illustration of State of Charge assuming recharge during the cheapest period, STOR dispatch
during the morning window and recharge during the gap between STOR windows.
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Figure 26 Example weekly forecast profile for approval for control centre.
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If any of the declared windows are rejected, a web-services

9. Invoice KiWi Power and reconcile with Smartest Energy:

based message is delivered to FOSS and the relevant windows

On a monthly basis, invoices for the service delivery are

become rejected and will not be delivered.

sent to KiWi Power which are paid quarterly. Reconciliation
for the energy dispatched with Smartest Energy occurs and

6. Schedule the plant for delivery of the STOR service: An
automatic process in FOSS sends the final weekly schedule in
a web services format message to BESSM for execution of the
trial.
7. Monitor service delivery: During execution of the trial the
battery manager monitors the operation of the plant. In case
any faults or unexpected events occur, the battery manager
and the control centre of UK Power Networks have the ability
to manually control the plant.
8. Record data: Data is recorded in UK Power Networks’ Pi
Historian database. Redundancy in data storage also exists by
means of data recording in the BESSM database.

the utilised energy charges are included in the invoice of the
plant’s 11kV energy bill.
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3.2.1.3 STOR Trial Results

During the STOR trial period, a single utilisation event occurred in

The STOR trials commenced in April 2015 and were completed in

the morning of 27 of August. The storage was called for 1.1 hours

September 2015. Throughout the trials period, significant time

to deliver the contracted power of 3MW and was successfully

was dedicated to on-site investigations, however the formally

dispatched. Figure 28 shows the active power dispatch during

declared and accepted availability totalled to 980.5 hours of

the STOR event and the reduction in SoC.

the total 1535.5 maximum hours defined in STOR windows by
National Grid; the monthly breakdown of availability is shown
in Figure 27.
Figure 27 Hours of availability for STOR by month.
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Figure 28 Dispatch of 3MW active power during a STOR event on 27th August 2015.
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The period May to September 2015 inclusive was used to

•	LV auxiliary consumption includes the site loads that are

reflect trialling the flexible variant of the STOR service due to

supplied from a separate LV connection. This includes the

technical ongoing investigations in the site that restricted the

Uninterruptible Power Supplies (UPS) supported ESS control

full declaration in all STOR windows.

systems and heating, cooling, lighting, etc.

The first STOR season of 2015 was used to reflect trialling the

In summary, the revenue achieved from providing the STOR

committed variant of the STOR service, i.e. almost all STOR

service has not been adequate to outweigh the costs associated

windows were declared available for this month (1 April to 27

with the operation of the plant. This is mainly attributed to the

April 2015); the morning window of the first day of the first

relatively low value of the STOR service and the high operating

season was excluded due to on-site investigations. Further

costs of the plant which occur even at times when the plant is

investigations were conducted between some STOR morning

idling, i.e. when it does not import or export or is not providing

and evening windows, utilising energy of the storage system

any service.

without however affecting its readiness in terms of power and
energy capacity required at the beginning of each declared

There are two important points to note regarding the

window. Figure 29 shows the relative costs and revenues

interpretation of these results. The STOR trials used the partial

breakdown for this month including:

3MW power rating of the plant utilising the single conversion
unit of each PCS while the DNO capacity charge reflects

• Balancing Services Use of System Charges (BSUoS);

operation of the full 6MW capacity. The significant charges

• Residual Cash-flow Reallocation Cash-flow (RCRC);

of LV auxiliary consumption are higher than expected due to

• Feed in Tariff (FiT);

site investigations and the presence of staff on site during the

• Contracts for Difference (CfD);

period. A measurable amount of energy was used during the

• Renewable Obligation (RO);

investigations and that occurred between STOR windows; hence

Figure 29 Relative cost and revenue break-down for providing STOR in April 2015
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the energy charges, the levy charges, the FiT and RO charges in

performance and reconcile with National Grid. To develop and

Figure 29 do not reflect STOR operation per se.

properly set up this configuration was time consuming and it
introduced additional points of potential failure (as opposed

It should therefore be noted that if 6MW had been available

to a single communication route between BESSM - the local

to tender, the revenues from the STOR service would have

control system of the ESS - and National Grid) that resulted in

approximately doubled, provided that the revenues from the

multiple unplanned outages during the trial period.

availability would double. Nevertheless, assuming that the
remaining costs and revenues would be kept at the same

2.	The STOR service is activated via a dispatch signal from the TSO

levels, the net total balance from providing the service would

to the resource (in the case of the SNS project a dispatch signal

remain negative. It should also be noted that the revenues from

via the aggregator to the ESS). The performance of the STOR

providing the STOR service are a portion of the payment from

service provision in the case of a dispatch event is evaluated

National Grid due to the aggregator’s margin.

using the power and energy dispatched during the event.
However, the service requirements indicate that the dispatch

3.2.1.4

STOR Trial Conclusions

should start within 20 minutes of the receipt of the signal;

The STOR trials showed that the ESS of the SNS project is suitable

hence the performance should be evaluated considering this

for providing this service to the TSO. Despite the fact that the

timeframe, i.e. measure the power and energy dispatched

storage system was only dispatched once during the trial period,

using a 20-minute slack period from the receipt of the signal.

it was shown that it is reliable and effective in providing the
STOR service to the TSO, performing with a 100% success rate.

3.	The provision of the STOR service from an ESS requires the
export of the contracted power for a period of maximum two

The economics of providing only STOR have generally proven

hours. As such, the ESS should be recharged prior to each

unfavourable when the service is provided in a dedicated

service window that is declared as available. The recharging

fashion using the business model of the SNS project. The costs of

times should take into account the loading of the distribution

operating the storage plant outweigh the revenues earned from

network to avoid overloads and breach of thermal limits but

providing the service. It is however clear, that the value when

also the anticipated cost of energy that varies over time. This

tendering the full capacity of the plant and when providing the

optimises the service delivery by minimising the stress on

service directly to the TSO without the need for an intermediary

the distribution network and the cost of recharge. It should

aggregator company, would be improved.

be noted that additional objectives could be set in the
optimisation of recharging times, such as the minimisation of

Further lessons from the STOR trials include:

greenhouse gases emissions; such optimisation has not been
considered over the trials presented in this report, however it

1.	The communications architecture used in the STOR trials
involved an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) as part of the UK

is planned that detailed analysis will be provided in the closedown SDRC9.8 report of the SNS project.

Power Networks infrastructure. A connection via a Virtual
Private Network (VPN) was required between the local

4.	Active power dispatch for provision of the STOR service can

BESSM, the ESB and KiWi Power in order to distribute dispatch

be delivered in parallel to reactive power to improve the

signals as well as receive second by second metering

power factor, assist with voltage control and relieve network

figures from the plant that were used to evaluate the plant’s

loading. The reactive power could also be utilised in parallel
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with STOR provision to assist the TSO at periods of reactive

contracts and through a competitive tender process, where

power shortage.

tenders can be for low frequency events, high frequency events
or both.

5.	STOR service provision could be synergistic with the provision
of peak shaving for the distribution network. As discussed

While the minimum power to provide FFR is technically 10MW,

in Section 3.1.1.3, the provision of the peak shaving service

there are exceptions made in some circumstances by developing

requires the calculation of power and energy required for

a bridging contract that enables service providers to participate

each half-hourly period using the loading limit and the load

using less power resource. The contractual arrangement between

forecast. This calculation could also be optimised with the

UK Power Networks and National Grid for SNS to provide FFR was

use of reactive power to minimise the active power and

finalised in October 2015 with a bridging bilateral arrangement

energy required. When the peak shaving requirement is not

of 3MW. The provision to extend the agreement to 6MW was

anticipated to utilise the full capability of the ESS in terms of

made upon availability of the ESS for the duration of the project.

active power and energy, the remainder ESS capacity could

The contractual arrangement was completed with the aggregator

be used to provide STOR and assist the TSO with provision of

company KiWi Power serving as an intermediary between UK

reserve services.

Power Networks and National Grid.

6.	The aggregation of multiple sites (including storage and other
demand side response technologies) that provide the STOR
service in conjunction with peak shaving services to the DNO
presents the advantage of increased availability. The peak
shaving service requires the dispatch of the provisioning

Further requirements for providing FFR services include:
•	Delivery of contracted level of demand/generation within 10
seconds of the time of frequency change.
•	Delivery of contracted level of demand/generation for 30
minutes.

resource in abnormal network operation, i.e. “N-1” conditions.

•	Ability to operate (when instructed) in a Frequency Sensitive

The possibility of realising “N-1” conditions (and hence the

Mode for dynamic response or change output power level via

need for dispatch to provide peak shaving) in multiple

automatic relay for non-dynamic response.

network locations that are geographically dispersed in the
distribution network is generally low. As such, the detailed

There are two variants of the FFR service which were both

study of such events in a probabilistic manner could help

trialled in the SNS project:

increase the declaration of STOR capacity to improve the value
of storage in providing the STOR service while maintaining

1. Dynamic FFR (DFFR): in this variant the storage plant is

compliance to ER P2/6.

dispatched using a proportional droop characteristic based on
the measured grid frequency. A frequency dead-band of 0.05Hz

3.2.2 Response: Firm Frequency Response (FFR) Service

within which the plant remains idle was agreed. The minimum

Introduction

and maximum frequency was agreed to be 0.3Hz from the

FFR is the firm provision of Dynamic or Non-Dynamic Response

nominal 50Hz. The droop characteristic is shown in Figure 30.

to changes in the grid’s frequency. Unlike Mandatory Frequency
response, FFR is open to BMU and non-BMU providers, existing
Mandatory Frequency Response providers and new providers
alike. National Grid procures the FFR services through bilateral
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Figure 30 Frequency Droop characteristic for Dynamic FFR service delivery.
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2.	Static FFR (SFFR): in this variant the storage plant is dispatched

3.2.2.1

Frequency Response Pre-Operational Testing for

with full contracted power only when the minimum or

Key Requirements

maximum frequency thresholds are reached. Three different

To enrol into the FFR programme of the TSO, each site requires

instances of the Static FFR service were agreed and trialled:

a pre-qualification assessment to ensure that the candidate
resource provider satisfies the above requirements. 15 tests

a)	SFFR high (or ‘up’): in this instance, the storage plant is

are evaluated by the TSO to allow enrolment into the FFR

dispatched to import energy with maximum power only

programme. The tests for pre-qualifying for both, the static and

when grid frequency exceeds the high threshold of 50.3Hz;

dynamic FFR service variants, can be found on National Grid’s
website18.

b)	SFFR low (or ‘down’): in this instance, the storage plant is
dispatched to export energy with maximum power only

The pre-qualification testing process for the SNS plant required

when grid frequency exceeds the low threshold of 49.7Hz;

the plant to setup the testing environment and complete the
tests. The testing setup involved:

c)	SFFR bidirectional (or up and down): in this instance, the
storage plant is dispatched with full power, either when

1.	Creation of simulated frequency signals as per the testing

grid frequency exceeds the low threshold of 49.7Hz or

description: grid frequency varies with time and hence specific

the high threshold of 50.3Hz, to export or import energy

frequency profiles were needed to evaluate the response of

respectively.

the storage plant. These profiles were software created and
loaded to appropriate frequency injection equipment.

18

National Grid, Frequency response testing procedure, accessed 2 February 2016: http://www2.nationalgrid.com/WorkArea/DownloadAsset.aspx?id=40571
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2.	Interface to the SNS control system: the frequency injection

4.	National Grid’s monitoring equipment was connected to

equipment was connected to the Meinberg Lantime

both the monitoring transducer and the frequency injection

frequency meter that is used by the BESSM system of the SNS

equipment to acquire data from the tests.

plant.
The tests were conducted on 9 July 2015 and staff from National
3.	The output of the SNS plant was measured through a

Grid monitored their execution and acquired data for their

monitoring transducer installed at the point of common

evaluation. Figure 31 illustrates the pre-qualification testing

coupling between the SNS plant and the distribution network.

environment for FFR. The pre-qualification tests aimed to assess

1
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Figure 31 Pre-qualification testing environment for FFR.
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the response of the storage plant during various grid frequency

A snapshot of the dynamic FFR test is shown in Figure 32. The

conditions and under all frequency response service variants.

shaded areas show the minimum and maximum expected

The tests were completed successfully and the plant was

response and the green line shows the actual response of the

technically pre-qualified to enter the FFR programme on the 5

ESS. More information about the FFR pre-qualification testing

of August 2015. The key requirements for enrolling into the FFR

can be found in the December 2015 progress report19. The

programme were:

contractual arrangements between UK Power Networks, KiWi
Power and National Grid were completed on the 7 October 2015

1.	Response time: the plant was shown to respond to frequency

and the unit subsequently entered the FFR trials period.

changes with the agreed parameters within the required
During the trials, the trigger for dispatching the storage plant

response in 10 seconds;

in all FFR service variants is the grid frequency measurement
2.	Response power: the plant was shown to respond with the

received locally by the Meinberg Lantime equipment in the

adequate power in all tests. A measurement error tolerance

BESSM. The aggregator accepts the responsibility for monitoring

of 0.005Hz was pre-agreed with the assumption that over-

and data recording; therefore, for plants participating in the

delivery is always accepted (events of under-delivery would

FFR programme via an aggregator, the communication system

deem the particular test unsuccessful).

does not form part of the pre-qualification testing with the TSO.
The interfaces and communication systems between UK Power

Figure 32 DFFR Test snapshot from pre-qualification testing of FFR with National Grid.
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Smarter Network Storage: Six-monthly project progress report, December 2015, accessed 2 February 2016: http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/
tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/O6M-06_SNS+Progress+Report+Dec+2015_v1.0.pdf
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Networks and KiWi Power were separately tested to ensure that

declare availability for FFR provision on a weekly basis, i.e. every

second by second data of the plant’s active power output was

Wednesday UK Power Networks declared available power for

sent from the site to KiWi Power for reporting back to National

the energy storage system for each period of the following

Grid.

week, Saturday 00:00am to next Saturday 00:00am inclusive.
The FFR contract between UK Power Networks and KiWi Power

3.2.2.2 Frequency Response: Operational Processes and

is a 6-month rolling contract until the end of the SNS project (i.e.

Trial Design

end of 2016) with defined prices for availability and utilisation.

The provision of FFR services to National Grid via an aggregator
provides the flexibility to enter the FFR market via a pre-

Declaring availability for FFR involves a number of steps once the

negotiated contract between the aggregator and National Grid

decision to provide FFR has been made. This decision is primarily

and hence enables the resource provider to skip the tendering

based on techno-economical assessment that encompasses

process. In essence the aggregator accepts the risks associated

the plant’s availability for the period of service provision, the

with tendering and offers the resource provider a proposed price

forecasted load of Leighton Buzzard Primary Substation and

(which is normally a fraction of the agreed price between the

economic optimisation enabled by the FOSS developed in the

TSO and the aggregator) for participating to the FFR market.

SNS Project. The FFR trial design and implementation process is

KiWi Power provided the flexibility to UK Power Networks to

illustrated in Figure 33.

Figure 33 FFR Trial Process.
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As with other services, the storage plant at Leighton Buzzard is

is used by the battery manager to identify the periods within

primarily used to support the network, hence all trials considered

the potential FFR delivery week that the ESS may be used to

the loading limit of the substation throughout their planning and

provide any variant of the FFR service. Periods are identified

implementation.

within each day in which the storage should be charged or
discharged to bring its State of Charge (SoC) to an adequate

The detailed trial design process used for completing an FFR trial

level for subsequent delivery of the service, if called. The

is detailed in the following steps.

FFR service periods are not constrained by specific seasonal
or daily delivery windows; each settlement period (i.e. half-

1. Evaluate the availability of the plant for the following

hourly period) can be declared for a different service variant

week: this step involves communication between the battery

with different power delivery capability.

manager, the project team and the network engineers to
identify whether any outage has been scheduled during

Figure 34 shows an example of when the loading headroom

the intended period for FFR provision. Identical to the STOR

is calculated by deducting the load forecast from the loading

process, outages include both network outages such as circuit

limit. The generation headroom is not constrained as shown in

or transformer outages as well as outages of the storage plant

the load forecast with 6MW export line; hence if the full export

due to testing or maintenance. If any of the days or periods

power is used from the ESS, there would be no impact on

for the following week are reserved for outage purposes,

network operation.

unavailability is noted and considered in the preparation of the
3. Estimate cost/benefit for providing the service: Similar

trial schedule.

to the STOR process, the energy price forecasts that are
2. Forecast network loading of the primary substation for

provided on a weekly basis by Smartest Energy, are input

the following week: The load forecast from the FOSS system

into FOSS by the battery manager. They are used together

Figure 34 Illustration of the available headroom for deciding availability for FFR services.
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Figure 35 Illustration of State of Charge assuming recharge during the cheapest period, STOR dispatch during the
morning window and recharge during the gap between STOR windows
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with the estimated headroom (shown in Figure 34) to decide

	Based on the forecast energy prices, a SoC adjustment period

the power to declare for each FFR service variant for each

aiming to compensate for the potential SoC amend in the

settlement period of the FFR service delivery week. The

case of dispatch, is also scheduled each day to bring the SoC

different variants of the FFR service are prioritised based on

to an appropriate level, preparing the storage for re-dispatch

their value (i.e. the anticipated income from providing each

if a consequent frequency event occurs. This is shown in the

service) considering the battery degradation is higher during

maximum loading line of Figure 35 during 00:00-01:00.

DFFR delivery compared to any of the SFFR service variants
due to higher utilisation. Different strategies can be identified

4. Inform network control and request approval: As with the

and followed according to the risk that the battery manager is

STOR trial process, the battery manager prepares the weekly

prepared to accept based on the load forecast confidence.

forecast and requests approval from the control centre.

	In Leighton Buzzard primary substation, there are no export

5. Declare availability to aggregator: The declaration of

limitations for the SNS device, however, regarding import FFR

availability to KiWi Power is performed using two ways:

variants:

i)	The battery manager emails available power for each FFR

i)	If the confidence to the load forecast is high (i.e. the
loading headroom is considered as well forecasted), import
FFR variants can be declared and scheduled based on the
loading headroom.

window for the following week every Wednesday by 12:00
by to KiWi Power’s dispatch centre;
ii)	Automatic forwarding of the service calendar to KiWi Power
through FOSS; this message is web-services based and

ii)	If the confidence to the load forecast is low, a forecast error

details the declaration parameters in a schedule format.

is considered to limit the declared import. For example, a

Upon acceptance from KiWi Power, the declared FFR

1MW error is shown on the loading headroom in Figure 35.

windows become committed for service delivery.
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6. Schedule the plant for delivery of the FFR service: An

it responded to the grid frequency event by automatically

automatic process in FOSS is used to extract the final weekly

exporting 3MW for 30 minutes helping National Grid in

schedule from FOSS and send it in a web services format

restoring grid frequency. However, as the ESS was not declared

message to BESSM for execution of the trial.

as available, remuneration for being available and responding
to this event was not provided. Further details are provided in

7. Monitor service delivery: During execution of the trial the
battery manager monitors the operation of the plant. In case
any faults or unexpected events are identified, the battery
manager and the control centre of UK Power Networks have
the ability to control manually the plant.

the latest 6-monthly report20.
Figure 36 Hours of availability for FFR by month.
FFR Declared Availability (hours)

8. Record data: Data are recorded in UK Power Networks’ Pi
Historian database. Redundancy in data storage also exists by
means of data recording in the BESSM database.

298.5
639
569

9. Invoice KiWi Power and reconcile with Smartest Energy:
On a monthly basis, invoices for the service delivery are sent
to KiWi Power which are paid quarterly. Reconciliation for

510.5

the energy dispatched with Smartest Energy occurs and the
utilised energy charges are included in the monthly invoice of
the plant’s 11kV energy bill.
3.2.2.3

Oct 15

Dec 15

Nov 15

Jan 16

Frequency Response Trial Results

A number of FFR trials were conducted during the fourth quarter

2.	The second event occurred during the early morning hours

of 2015 to evaluate the costs and benefits from providing FFR to

of 11 January 2016 and the ESS was declared as available

the TSO at different times. Similar to the STOR trials, only 3MW

and successfully dispatched to assist the TSO with balancing

of power (i.e. half of the full 6MW/7.5MVA conversion system)

the system. Figure 37 illustrates the frequency event and the

was available during these trials. In total, 1378 hours were

active power dispatch of the ESS using second by second data

declared as available for FFR. Figure 36 shows the break-down

for that day. It is shown that the ESS was dispatched at the

of the FFR availability declared per month.

moment which the frequency fell below the low frequency
threshold of 49.7Hz.

During the course of the FFR trials, two frequency events (i.e.
grid frequency over 50.3 Hz or under 49.7Hz) occurred.

The relative cost and revenue break-down for providing SFFR is
shown in Figure 38. Values for the period of one day from 09:00

1.	The first event happened on 11 November 2015 but the ESS

a.m. of 10 January 2016 are used to show that the revenue from

of the SNS project was declared as unavailable due to on-

providing the SFFR service for a day is approximately 2.5 times

site investigations. The ESS was however in SFFR mode and

the costs incurred during the service provision. This revenue

Smarter Network Storage: Six-monthly project progress report, December 2015, accessed 2 February 2016: http://innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/
tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/O6M-06_SNS+Progress+Report+Dec+2015_v1.0.pdf
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Figure 37 Grid frequency and active power dispatch of the ESS during a real event in January 2016 while the ESS provides SFFR.
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considers the income from availability payments for SFRR, the

When the ESS provides DFFR services to the TSO dispatch of

income from energy payment while exporting to respond to

the ESS occurs at smaller frequency deviations (as explained in

the frequency event call, as well as the income from BSUoS. As

Section 3.2.2 and illustrated in Figure 32), hence the probability

demonstrated, the FFR service provision is profitable, regardless

of dispatch during a declared DFFR period is much higher. Figure

of the aggregator’s margin, included in the income from

39 shows the active power dispatch of the ESS when it provided

availability, and the supplier’s margin, reflected in the income

DFFR in 24 October 2015. It is shown that the ESS was being

from energy export.

dispatched proportionately following the pre-defined droop
characteristic of Figure 30, when the grid frequency exceeded

The costs for providing the SFFR service are not negligible. The

the lower and higher dead-band thresholds.

most significant costs are attributed to LV auxiliary consumption,
energy charges (i.e. the import of energy required to bring the

As with SFFR, the relative value of DFFR is positive as shown

SoC to an adequate level in order to be able to provide SFFR),

in Figure 40. It is however shown that SFFR is more profitable

and the DNO capacity charge. However, it should be pointed out

due to less energy use and the consequent costs associated. The

that during this period the site only operated for 3MW while

degradation of the battery system is also anticipated to be higher

paying the full 6MW capacity charge.

when providing DFFR as opposed to SFFR, however the short
period of the SNS trials cannot provide evidence of degradation
provided that degradation is a long term consequence.
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Figure 38 Relative cost and revenue break-down for providing SFFR in 10 January 2016 for 24 hours.
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Figure 39 Active power dispatch of the ESS providing DFFR in 24 October 2015.
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Figure 40 Relative cost and revenue break-down for providing DFFR in 24 October 2015 for 24 hours.
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3.2.2.4 FFR Trial Conclusions

and when providing the service directly to the TSO without an

The FFR trials showed that the energy storage system of the SNS

intermediary aggregator company could be improved.

project is suitable and effective for providing static and dynamic
FFR services to the TSO. Despite the fact that the storage system

Further lessons from the FFR trials include:

was only formally dispatched once during the trial period to
provide SFFR, it was shown that it is reliable and effective in

1.	The pre-qualification assessment process for FFR requires

providing this FFR variant to the TSO, performing with a 100%

the service provider (i.e. the SNS team in this project) to

success when required. The dynamic variant of the FFR service

perform a number of tests while National Grid monitors the

was dispatched as expected during the FFR trials period and it

output of the ESS. The SNS project was the first ESS in the

was also shown that the ESS of the SNS project is reliable and

UK to pre-qualify and provide FFR services to the TSO. At the

effective in providing this service.

early stages of the pre-qualification assessment planning
typical pre-qualification tests were considered as per the Grid

The economics of providing the FFR service variants to the TSO

Code21 that were designed for the assessment of traditional

have proven favourable. It was shown that the revenues earned

FFR providers, being generators. Throughout the course

from operating the storage plant outweigh the operational costs

of the SNS project and with learning acquired from testing

from providing the service. In the FFR trial results presented

FFR with the ESS of the SNS project, new, more simplified

in this report, similarly to the STOR trial results, the contracted

tests were designed and developed specifically for the pre-

capacity for the provision of FFR was 3MW as opposed to the full

qualification of demand side response technologies including

ESS capacity of 6MW. In addition, the DNO capacity charge during

energy storage. UK Power Networks worked in collaboration

the trials considered full 7.5MVA/6MW capacity. It is therefore

with relay testing equipment providers and National Grid

clear that the value when tendering the full capacity of the plant

to develop the test scripts and the FFR testing environment
which led to the successful pre-qualification of the ESS.

21

National Grid, Grid code, OC5.A.4.5, accessed 19 February 2016: http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Industry-information/Electricity-codes/Grid-Code/
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2.	The provision of the SFFR service variant from an ESS requires

5.	The aggregation of multiple sites (including storage and

the import or export of the contracted power for a period of

other demand side response technologies) that provide the

maximum 30 minutes (considering that the ESS provides all

SFFR service in conjunction with peak shaving services to the

primary, secondary and high response). As such, the ESS should

DNO presents the opportunity for increased availability. The

be recharged prior to the service windows that are declared

possibility of realising “N-1” conditions (and hence the need

as available. Recharging times should take into account the

for dispatch to provide peak shaving) in multiple network

loading of the distribution network to avoid overloads and

locations that are geographically dispersed in the distribution

breach of thermal limits but also the anticipated cost of

network is generally low. As such, the detailed study of such

energy that varies over time, to optimise the service delivery

events in a probabilistic manner could help increase the

by minimising the stress on the distribution network and the

declaration of SFFR capacity to improve the value of storage

cost of recharge. Additional objectives could be set in the

in providing the SFFR service while maintaining compliance to

optimisation of recharging times, such as the minimisation

ER P2/6.

over greenhouse gases emissions; such optimisation has not
been considered over the trials presented in this report.

6.	ESSs that are connected directly and only to the distribution
network (as opposed to ESSs connected to the distribution

3.The provision of static and dynamic FFR service variants

network and DG systems) have limited capacity in terms

were shown to be favourable from an economic viewpoint.

of energy as opposed to traditional generators that provide

The SFFR service variant was shown to outperform the DFFR

governor-based DFFR. This means that their capacity might be

service variant by approximately 1% in net total income. This

depleted while providing DFFR depending on grid frequency

difference is attributed to the lower auxiliary consumption

variations. Increased capacity or more sophisticated control

costs experienced in the SFFR service compared to the DFFR

methods that may adjust the storage SoC during periods that

service. The utilisation of the storage is much less than when it

the grid frequency is within the pre-defined dead-band might

provides DFFR, making SFFR a more cost-effective application.

be required to overcome this issue. These solutions could also
enable the ESS to provide with high certainty DFFR for long

4.	The values provided in Figure 38 and Figure 40 consider the
relative operational expenditure for providing the two variants

periods without needing to declare as unavailable for recharging the storage.

of the FFR service. The cost of capital and loss of end of life
value of the storage have not been considered in this report. It

7.	The FFR service is activated via a local measurement of

is anticipated that the higher utilisation of the storage system

the grid frequency. The primary response service requires

that is experienced in the provision of the DFFR service variant

delivery within 10 seconds from the frequency trigger. The

will contribute to the higher degradation of the battery system.

performance of the FFR service should therefore be evaluated

During the first year of operation of the ESS in the SNS project,

considering this timeframe, i.e. measuring the power and

approximately 1% of degradation (in terms of capacity loss

energy dispatched using a 10 second slack period from the

from the nominal/installed capacity), has been experienced.

receipt of the signal.

However, it has not been possible to correlate battery
degradation with service provision as more sophisticated
methods are required compared to the measurement of
capacity used until the time of writing this report.
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3.2.3 Triad: Service Introduction

each other by at least 10 clear days, between November and

The cost of owning and operating the transmission network is

February of the financial year inclusive. An illustration of the

driven by the peak demand which the network must satisfy,

Triads is shown in Figure 41.

and is higher where demand is high. The triad charging system
has been designed to penalise consumption (or remunerate

Triad avoidance is therefore not a service per se, but rather a

generation) during peaks, especially in highly stressed parts of

way to minimise costs from using the transmission network.

the network. National Grid recovers these charges from demand

The SNS project investigated the application of energy storage

customers (or remunerates generation customers) every year from

in triad avoidance to maximise the revenue from the operation

licensed generators and licensed electricity suppliers according to

of the energy storage unit.

their demand or supply during the three half-hour periods that
3.2.3.1 Triad Key Requirements

electricity demand is at its highest across Great Britain.

Triad charges are calculated using the zonal tariffs provided
The triad is used as a short-hand way to describe the three

by National Grid22. For each zone in Great Britain, there are

settlement periods of highest transmission system demand

different generation and demand zonal tariffs (in £/kW). The

(including all balancing mechanism units but excluding

methodology for calculating the triad charges and the key

interconnectors) within a financial year. Namely it includes

requirements for supply and demand customers is provided

the half hour settlement period of system peak demand and

within the Connection and Use of System Code23.

the two half hour settlement periods of next highest demand,
which are separated from the system peak demand and from
Figure 34 Illustration of the available headroom for deciding availability for FFR services.
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National Grid, Transmission Network Use of System Charges, accessed 23 February 2016: http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Industry-information/System-charges/Electricitytransmission/Transmission-network-use-of-system-charges/
National Grid, Connection and Use of System Code, accessed 23 February 2016: http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Industry-information/Electricity-codes/CUSC/The-CUSC/
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The ESS of the SNS project is half-hourly metered using

during the beginning of the week and are mostly concentrated

appropriate metering based on its capacity (Code of Practice 3

during the half-hour ending 17:30.

for settlement metering up to 10MVA ). The energy supplier for
24

the project, Smartest Energy, is responsible for the settlement

There are different strategies that could be followed to avoid

of the energy charges of the SNS project. The appropriate

triad charges or gaining benefit by exporting during triad

zonal tariff for the SNS project is a demand zonal tariff as the

periods. The above statistics could be used to form a strategy

ESS belongs to the energy supplier’s BM unit. To calculate the

using probabilities or more detailed modelling identifying and

triad charges for the SNS project, demand in kW of each half-

incorporating the factors that affect triads. The strategy and

hourly triad period, is multiplied by the zonal tariff (for demand

hence the trial design, that was formulated by the SNS project,

or generation respectively) and the loss adjustment factor to

took the following into account.

produce the triad charge (or benefit). The loss adjustment factor

•	The energy supplier and the aggregator companies for the

is the line loss factor of each site and is calculated and provided

SNS project provide triad forecasting services. These services

to each customer by the DNO. As such, the key requirement for

are essentially triad warning reports for each day there is a

the SNS project has been to ensure that appropriate metering

likelihood of a triad during the triad season. The reports detail

is in place.

the probability of a triad occurrence for the particular day the
report is sent and arrive by email before noon. As such, the

3.2.3.2 Triad Trial Design

time to respond to such a signal is limited. Moreover, as other

The accurate forecasting of triad periods is challenging as it

SNS services are scheduled “week-ahead” (i.e. response

depends on the variation of the total load of the GB system

and reserve services are declared one week in advance as

and the total generation in the GB system. These variables

described in previous Sections 3.2.1and 3.2.2), the possible

depend on uncertain parameters including human behaviour

triad times must be reserved one week in advance.

and weather conditions. Figure 42 shows triad occurrence data

•	The ESS of the SNS project is assigned a site specific DUoS

for the period 1991-2015; it is shown that triads tend to occur

tariff based on the Extra high voltage Distribution Charging

Figure 42 Days and times of triads for the years 1991-2015.
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30
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Elexon, Codes of Practice, accessed 23 February 2016: https://www.elexon.co.uk/bsc-related-documents/related-documents/codes-of-practice/

18:00
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Figure 43 Triad trial design.
1. Evaluate plant availability (i.e.
planned maintenance or testing)

7. Receive triad statement from
Smartest Energy and reconcile

2. Forecast network loading of 		
Leighton Buzzard Primary
Substation for the following week

August
each year
Monday to
Thursday

6. Record data

End of triad
period

5. Monitor service
delivery

Daily

3. Inform network control and
request approval

Thursday
to Friday

4. Schedule the plant
for delivery

Methodology (EDCM)25. Energy charges in site specific tariffs

manager, the project team and the network engineers to

are active during the super-red period (16:00-19:00) each

identify whether any outage has been scheduled during the

day, November to February inclusive.

peak hours (16:00-19:00) of the weekdays of November-

•	The peak shaving requirement of the ESS is forecasted on a

February inclusive. Identical to the STOR and FFR processes,

weekly basis. However analysis on loading data for Leighton

outages include both network outages such as circuit or

Buzzard primary substation has indicated that the peak

transformer outages and outages of the storage plant due

shaving requirement is concentrated during the potential

to testing or maintenance. If any of the days or periods

triad period between 16:00-19:00.

for the following week are reserved for outage purposes,
unavailability is noted and considered in the preparation of

Based on the above considerations, Figure 43 illustrates the

the trial schedule.

strategy followed in the SNS project for obtaining triad benefits.
2. Forecast network loading of the primary substation
The process for ensuring that revenue from triad avoidance is

for the following week: The load forecast from the FOSS

maximised, consists of:

system is used by the battery manager to identify the
periods within the following week that the ESS may be used

1. Evaluate the availability of the plant for the following

for triad avoidance. Periods within each day in which the

week: this step involves communication between the battery

storage should be charged or discharged to bring its SoC to

S. Bradbury, J. Hayling, P. Papadopoulos and N. Heyward, Electricity storage in GB: Recommendations for regulatory and legal framework, last accessed 23 February 2016: http://
innovation.ukpowernetworks.co.uk/innovation/en/Projects/tier-2-projects/Smarter-Network-Storage-(SNS)/Project-Documents/Report+9.5+19Oct_v2.1_%28Final+Photos%29.pdf
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an adequate level for subsequent delivery of the service are

3.2.3.3 Triad Trial Results

identified. If there are periods that the storage is forecast to

During the course of the SNS project, two full triad seasons were

be required for peak shaving, the possibility to alleviate this

experienced; 2014/15 and 2015/2016. During these periods,

requirement by exporting for gaining revenue from triads is

six triads have been experienced and are presented in Table 5.

investigated. The peak shaving requirement, as in all other

•	The triad revenue for the season 2014/15 has been reconciled

services, is prioritised.

with Smartest Energy. The ESS was available only for one
period during that season in which an export with 3.2MW on

3. Inform network control and request approval: The battery
manager prepares the weekly forecast and requests approval
from the control centre.

average was realised.
•	The triad dates for the season 2015/2016 have been
announced at the time of writing this report. The energy
use of the ESS of the SNS project has been recorded from

4. Schedule the plant for delivery of the triad avoidance
service: An automatic process in FOSS is used to extract the

the settlement metering, however the reconciliation with
Smartest Energy has not yet taken place.

final weekly schedule from FOSS and send it in a web services
format message to BESSM for execution of the trial. The exact

The electricity supplier and the aggregator partners of the SNS

plan for each week is optimised to ensure that peak shaving

project offer a triad warning service within which a daily email

requirements are satisfied and the possibility of gaining

and text message is sent to the SNS project team notifying

potential revenues from triads is maximised.

them of the possibility of a triad occurring on the specific day. A
number of triad warnings were received during the triad season

5. Monitor service delivery: During execution of the trial the

of the winter 2015/2016. The high risk triad warnings and the

battery manager monitors the operation of the plant. In case

response of the SNS are provided in Table 6. As shown, the ESS

any faults or unexpected events are identified, the battery

was available for all high risk triad periods, was adequately

manager and the control centre of UK Power Networks have

scheduled and responded when high risk triad warnings were

the ability to control manually the plant.

received.

6. Record data: Data are recorded in UK Power Networks’ Pi

The full capacity of the ESS during the winter 2015/2016 was

Historian database. Redundancy in data storage also exists by

varied as site upgrade works took place:

means of data recording in the BESSM database.

•	From November until mid-January the capacity of the plant
was 3MW/4.5MWh

7. Receive triad statement and reconcile with Smartest
Energy: The triad season ends in the last day of February each

•	From mid-January onwards the capacity of the plant was
5MW and approximately 7.5MWh.

year, however the reconciliation between National Grid and

As such, the ESS could export with full power capacity for

the electricity suppliers occurs several months later (in the

approximately one hour and 20 minutes considering that the

year 2015, the reconciliation occurred in August). After that

discharging efficiency is less than 100%.

reconciliation, a statement with earnings or charges is sent
from the supplier to the SNS project team and an invoice or
purchase order is created.
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Table 5- Triad performance of the SNS project.
Triad periods announced

Availability

Status

1) 4 December 2014, 17:30

Idle for investigations		

reconciled

2) 19 January 2015, 17:30

Idle for investigations		

reconciled

3) 2 February 2015, 18:00

Export of circa 3.2MW		

reconciled circa £35k

4) 25 November 2015 17:00

Export of circa 4MW		

recorded

5) 19 January 2016 17:00

Export of circa 4MW		

recorded

6) 15 February 2016 18:00

Export of circa 4MW 		

recorded

Table 6 - High risk triad warnings and response of the ESS.
Triad periods announced

Availability

Response

1) 23 November 2015		

available		

Export of circa 3MW

2) 12 January 2016		

available		

Export of circa 3MW

3) 13 January 2016		

available		

Export of circa 3MW

4) 18 January 2016		

available		

Export of circa 4MW

5) 19 January 2016		

available		

Export of circa 4MW

6) 20 January 2016		

available		

Export of circa 4MW

7) 21 January 2016		

available		

Export of circa 4MW

8) 3 February 2016		

available		

Export of circa 4MW

9) 11 February 2015		

available		

Export of circa 4MW

10) 15 February 2016		

available		

Export of circa 4MW

11) 17 February 2016		

available		

Export of circa 4MW

Based on historical data (as shown in Figure 42) and information

3.2.3.4 Triad Trial Conclusions

from the triad warning reports, the half-hourly period at which

ESSs are suitable for relieving the transmission network from

a triad was very likely to occur, was between 16:30-19:00 To

peak load that occurs during the evenings of the winter season

maximise the possibility of hitting a triad, the ESS was scheduled

in Great Britain. The triad mechanism set by the TSO to charge

to export with:

or remunerate resources that contribute to the GB system’s peak

•	full available power (i.e. 3MW) from November to mid-January

load (or peak load shaving respectively) was followed by the

for a duration of 1.5 hours with a starting time of 16:30;
•	4MW for two hours, with a starting time of 17:00 from mid-

SNS project by means of aiming to maximise the revenue from
triad avoidance.

January to February inclusive.
The revenue associated with the supporting triad avoidance
depends on the amount of the contribution (in terms of energy
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during the triads) and the location of the contributing resource.

3. Revenue from triads is expected to change in the future

The location factor is reflected by means of a tariff set by the TSO

	The value of potential revenue from triads is anticipated to

(referred to as Transmission Network Use of System charge or

change in the forthcoming years as the TNUoS tariffs are

TNUoS) and the line loss factor defined by the DNO. For the ESS

forecast to increase. National Grid’s recent publication on

of the SNS project, the line loss factor and the TSO tariff for the

TNUoS forecast26 describes in detail the reasons that affect

year 2014/15 were 1.059 and £34.62/kW respectively. This led

TNUoS and projects the increase in tariffs for the majority of

to revenue for the SNS project of circa £35k. The reconciliation

locations in GB.

for the year 2015/16 will occur during the third quarter of 2016
and the results of the triad season for the last winter will be
documented in the close-down report of the SNS project.

4. Forecasting enhancement will be required as the system
becomes more dynamic.
	More sophisticated triad forecasting will be required in the

Further lessons from: the triad trials include:

future if more ESSs and other distribution network customers
and distributed energy resources aim to reduce the national

1. Triad avoidance depends on capacity of storage and the
uncertainty of when it will actually occur:

peak load and gain revenue from triad avoidance. As an
example, if all customers that trade energy via a specific

	The occurrence of triads is uncertain and there has not been any

electricity supplier receive the same triad avoidance warning

triad forecasting capability developed or embedded in the FOSS

and respond to it, this might affect the peak load and amend

of the ESS. Nevertheless, the uncertainty of triads occurrence

the timing of the anticipated triad.

can be addressed using different strategies, however provided
that triads are evaluated on per half-hourly basis, the largest the
capacity of the storage (i.e. the longest the period it is able to
export with full power), the higher the probability of a successful
response and revenue obtainment from triad avoidance.
2. Triad avoidance promotes whole system synergies:
	There are synergies among providing power export for triad
avoidance revenue attainment, peak shaving and revenue
from energy prices (i.e. arbitrage). Triads tend to occur at
winter evening hours. Residential load dominated substations
with a requirement for peak shaving such as Leighton Buzzard
primary substation, experience peak loading conditions during
the early evening hours of winter which is also reflected in
DUoS component of the energy tariff (where energy export
during 16:00-19:00 between November and February inclusive
is remunerated). In addition, energy prices tend to be higher
during these hours, so if the ESS is exporting, less generation is
required on the system which should ultimately reflect on the
end customer energy bills.
National Grid, TNUoS Tariff forecast and Condition 5, last accessed 2 March 2016: http://www2.nationalgrid.com/UK/Industry-information/System-charges/Electricitytransmission/Approval-conditions/Condition-5/

26
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3.3 Electricity Supplier Services

3)Flexible PPA: This is a framework agreement for a long-term

Participation in the wholesale markets and trading of energy

period subject to negotiation with the supplier. There are various

requires trading platforms, expertise in trading and membership

means of locking in prices, and as such is more suited to highly

of power exchanges. While in the future, this may be a part of a

predictable operating patterns where monthly volume forecasts

more active DNO’s business activities, there is currently limited

can be provided.

capability within DNOs in these areas.
4)Energy-Trading Service agreements: This allows full access
The Electricity Act 1989 prevents a Distribution Licence holder

to the UK power market from half-hourly market up to longer-

from also holding either a Supply Licence or a Generation

term power exchanges. The asset operator can buy and sell

Licence. In the SNS project, Smartest Energy, the electricity

under a single contract volumes of power according to the

supplier and SNS partner has been, as a licensed supplier,

assets operational requirements. Under this arrangement, the

providing the trading route for power flows to and from the

risk of energy imbalance is carried by UK Power Networks.

storage asset and the interface between the wholesale market

However this allows short notice changes to positions that

and consumers. With this approach, there has been therefore no

would support use for DNO-support or ancillary services.

need for UK Power Networks to hold a Supply Licence or to seek
an exemption for the purposes of the project. With Smartest

5)Tolling Service Agreement: Under this agreement, the

Energy providing the route to market for power flows from

supplier may take commercial control of the storage device in

the asset, the storage facility has been interacting directly and

return for a fee when the plant is called to run.

visibly with the wholesale market and its contribution can be
explicitly measured to deliver learning outcomes.

In order to energize and operate a storage device in the
distribution network, a PPA and appropriate metering

Smartest Energy offered five types of purchase and service

infrastructure are required to avoid market distortion and

agreements to for consideration in the SNS project:

appropriately charge the energy use. Due to the high
unpredictability of energy use in the SNS project, not only due

1)Fixed Price Power-Purchase Agreements (PPA): These are

to testing and on site investigations during commissioning and

designed to provide a fixed price for energy supply across

integration, but also due to the unpredictability of dispatch

a long-term period (typically 1-3 years). While this provides

during provision of ancillary services, the most suitable type of

price certainty over a longer term period, the product is

PPA was an index-linked type. In order to reflect real market

designed for highly predictable load patterns and has limited

conditions, a PPA in which system sell and system buy prices

flexibility for changing operational profiles.

are used, was put in place considering a margin for the supplier
for each direction of energy use (i.e. import and export). Code

2)Index-linked PPA: This is similar to the Fixed-price PPA above,

of Practice (CoP) 3 metering infrastructure was used as required

but the purchase and sale price are linked to a specific market

for all connected energy resources between 1MVA and 10MVA27,

index providing some additional flexibility in load pattern, in

two Meter Point Administration Numbers (MPANs) were given

return for higher risk around the pricing at a particular time

(one for import and one for export) and Siemens was appointed

throughout the contracted period.

as Meter Operator while Smartest Energy was appointed as Data
Collector and Data Aggregator.

27

https://www.elexon.co.uk/bsc-related-documents/related-documents/codes-of-practice/
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Energy-trading service agreements require 24/7 access to

3.3.2 Tolling Operational Processes and Trial Design

trading desks of energy supplier companies or energy brokers.

The main value driver of this service is the wholesale forecast

Due to the high fixed fees required for providing access to an

electricity price that the supplier predicts for the future. By Friday

energy-trading service agreement, the option of tolling was

morning, the electricity supplier for the SNS Project Smartest

chosen for trialling within the SNS project. A tolling service

Energy, forecasts the electricity prices for the following week

agreement was put in place between UK Power Networks and

and prepares and sends to UK Power Networks a weekly profile

Smartest Energy.

for the operation of the storage. The profile represents the active
power required for each half-hour of the following week. A price

3.3.1 Tolling Service Introduction and Key Requirements

estimate (i.e. fee) is provided with the profile and denotes the

Tolling is a service that energy storage plants are suitable to

price that Smartest Energy is willing to pay (or be paid) if UK

provide to electricity suppliers. Under a tolling agreement, the

Power Networks would like to create the weekly contract and

supplier may take commercial control of the storage device in

follow the profile. That fee is the total price for the week and

return for a fee to the asset owner/operator. The supplier may

includes all costs and revenues that are included in the energy

use the energy storage asset to optimise its operation within

and DUoS bills of the SNS project. The tolling trial process is

wholesale markets. The asset operator continues to retain

provided in Figure 44 and is subsequently explained.

responsibility for the physical operation of the asset.
The detailed trial design process used for completing a tolling
The provision of tolling services to an electricity supplier may take

trial is described in the following steps. The first two steps are

various forms in terms of timelines depending on the flexibility

identical to the FFR trial steps, hence their detailed description is

and requirements of the storage owner and the supplier. In the

omitted to avoid repetition.

SNS project, the tolling service was designed to be considered,
evaluated and provided on a weekly basis to align with the

1.Evaluate the availability of the plant for the following week

remaining services and operational processes of the project as
well as minimise the price forecasting errors and maximise the

2. Forecast network loading of the primary substation for

value of the service. The tolling service is exclusive to Smartest

the following week

Energy meaning that if a week is dedicated to tolling, the tolling
profile should be followed without additional import and export

3. Receive tolling profile and price estimate from Smartest

allowed at any other time. Subsequently, the tolling service has

Energy: A tolling profile prepared by Smartest Energy is received

been considered in the SNS project only for weeks that no peak

by UK Power Networks together with a price estimate of the

shaving with active power is required. The only key requirement

profile. An example profile is shown in Figure 45 and comprises

pertinent to the tolling service is the ability to control the import

energy exchange required from the ESS in half-hourly intervals

and export of energy of the ESS on a half-hourly basis. This

for a week.

requirement was satisfied by the control systems of the SNS
storage system.

4. Evaluate technical and financial feasibility of tolling
profile: The tolling profile sent by Smartest Energy is overlaid
on (i.e. added to) the load forecast prepared for the following
week. If the aggregate profile does not violate loading limits of
the Leighton Buzzard primary substation, then it is technically
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Figure 44 Tolling Trial Process.
1. Evaluate plant availability (i.e.
planned maintenance or testing)
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Figure 45 Example tolling profile with 1.5MW maximum power.
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feasible and its financial feasibility is checked. The latter involves

during the delivery week; the amend will have to be verified by

the comparison of costs expected from not providing any service

UK Power Networks and the contract amended to include the

with the equivalent from providing tolling.

change accordingly.

5. Inform network control and request approval: as for

8. Record data: Data are recorded in UK Power Networks’ Pi

STOR and FFR, the battery manager requests approval from the

Historian database. Redundancy in data storage also exists by

control centre.

means of data recording in the BESSM database.

6. Create weekly contract with Smartest Energy: If the

9. Invoice and reconcile with Smartest Energy: On a monthly

tolling profile is technically and financially feasible and approval

basis, invoices for the service delivery are exchanged with

is granted from network control, UK Power Networks create a

Smartest Energy and paid.

weekly contract via phone call with Smartest Energy to deliver
the tolling profile. Based on the contract, the import and export

3.3.3 Tolling Trial Results

of energy for each half-hourly period is then locked.

The process described in Figure 44 was followed at the end of
February and a tolling profile was agreed and contracted with

7. Monitor service delivery and re-schedule if requested

Smartest Energy. The tolling profile agreed with Smartest Energy

by Smartest Energy: During execution of the trial the battery

and the resulting (actual) profiles are depicted in Figure 46. It is

manager monitors the operation of the plant. In case any faults

shown (and numerically depicted in Table 7) that the storage

or unexpected events are identified, the battery manager

followed closely the pre-agreed profile and the performance

and the control centre of UK Power Networks have the ability

evaluation of the profile showed that the total energy delivered

to control manually the plant. The Battery Manager may also

throughout the week matched the planned energy with 93%

contact Smartest Energy to cease the tolling contract. Smartest

overall accuracy.

Energy have the right to request an amend in the profile anytime

Figure 46 Tolling profile and actual storage output during the week commencing 29 February
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Table 7 - Performance evaluation of tolling service.

Tolling Profile
Actual Profile
Percentage Difference

Energy Import
(MWh)

Energy Export
(MWh)

Total Energy Use
(MWh)

33.1
37.8
15%

29.9
29.6
1%

63
67.5
7%

The execution of a tolling contract implies that all commercial
costs associated with the operation of the ESS, are transferred to
the electricity supplier. The auxiliary costs are excluded from the
transferred costs and are charged in total to UK Power Networks.
Figure 47 Relative cost and revenue break-down for providing tolling in the week commencing 29 February
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Tolling Trial Conclusions

The ESS was shown to be reliable and effective in providing
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Net
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powering the electronics conversion systems via an alternative
source such as an LV auxiliary system.

tolling services to an electricity supplier. The accuracy with which
it performed was within a 10% tolerance in terms of total energy

The value from providing the tolling service is generally low

use throughout a whole tolling week. The small discrepancy

compared to the other SNS commercial services (i.e. FFR and

between the energy hedged via a tolling profile and the actual

STOR). As such, in the SNS project, the technical and financial

energy used is attributed to the design of the ESS to power the

evaluation of tolling has been designed to occur at the latest

electronics systems from the grid, instead of powering them

stage of weekly scheduling (i.e. after peak shaving, FFR, STOR)

from the battery system, to avoid SoC depletion. This power

and its financial feasibility is directly compared to not providing

requirement amounts to circa 35kW constant import per hour.

any commercial service.

Nevertheless this small discrepancy could be eliminated by
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During the SNS trials it was shown that the tolling service was
not profitable for the DNO and essentially incurred costs from
its operation. From the electricity supplier’s viewpoint, it was
also found that the tolling service is not highly favourable from
an economic perspective. The spread of electricity prices under
current market conditions is not substantial to create a high
value from arbitraging on price.
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4

Conclusions
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4.1 Findings from the Trials

is fully capable and reliable in providing reserve and response

The SNS project has successfully demonstrated the current

services to the TSO as well tolling services to electricity

values streams for energy storage. The project has been the first

suppliers.

in UK to demonstrate in detail the multi-purpose application of
energy storage and document the processes required to realise

3. SNS has proven that storage is a multi-purpose

the available revenue streams. The SNS trials commenced in

technology, i.e. storage can do different things at the

November 2014 after commissioning the battery plant and will

same time. This capability provides several benefits:  

continue until the end of the SNS project by the end of 2016.
Nevertheless, the core trials as outlined in the bid document of

a.	Technical benefits: There are synergies across the whole

the SNS project have been completed in full and the successful

electricity system between applications and services that

demonstrations of the investigated values streams have been
fully documented in this report.

ESSs can provide.
		 i. When ESSs export active power during winter evening
		periods, they are relieving congested local networks from

In addition, this report presents the results of further trials that

peak loading (i.e. provide peak shaving) while in parallel

demonstrate the value from triad avoidance. Throughout the

relieving regional peak loading at Grid Supply Points (GSPs)

project, additional tests have been conducted to investigate

and reducing the peak load at a national level (i.e. provide

the capability of storage systems to provide voltage control

triad avoidance services).

to the DNO and Enhanced Frequency Response to the TSO.

		 ii. When ESSs utilise their reactive power capability for peak

These capabilities will be further investigated and will be fully

		 shaving, the power factor at the point of the ESS connection

documented in the close-down report of the SNS project.

		 with the distribution network is also improved. This leads
		 to reduction in losses and improved efficiency of the

Significant learning points have been gained from the SNS trials

		 distribution network.

and they are summarised as follows.
b.	Commercial benefits: Revenues from multiple ESS
1. Storage can provide peak shaving service: The capability

applications can be stacked to improve the business case

of the ESS to support the distribution network and defer

for storage. Figure 48 shows the stacked benefits for DNO

reinforcement by providing peak shaving when required has

owned storage versus a third party owned storage.

been demonstrated. It was shown that the ESS is effective

		i. In the case of the DNO owned storage, as shown in

in providing the peak shaving service and it is suitably sized,

the SNS trials documented in this report, reinforcement

both in terms of power/energy but also in terms of building

deferral by means of peak shaving is required only for a

capacity for potential upgrade, to ensure that future load

fraction of the whole year, particularly during evening

growth can be accommodated.

periods from late October through to March each year. In
parallel, benefits from triads during these periods can also

2. Storage connected to the distribution network can

be gained. The remaining time throughout the year, the

provide commercial services to the TSO: Commercial

storage can be used to provide services to the TSO, such

services set out to be trialled in the SNS project have been

as frequency response, and the electricity supplier (via

successfully completed and the trials have proven that the ESS

tolling or arbitrage services) to maximise the revenue from
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Figure 48 Stacked benefits illustration for DNO owned storage and third party owned storage.

5. Battery storage has specific capabilities that make it a

including reactive power, enhanced frequency response

unique technology:

and demand turn-up could accumulate as additional

a.	Reactive power capability of battery storage systems that

revenues in the stack, or ultimately substitute some of the

are interfaced with the distribution network via power

original revenues.

electronics interfaces could be used for peak shaving and

	ii. In the case of the third party owned storage, existing

power factor improvement. Additionally, depending on the

services to the TSO including response and reserve services

location of the storage system in the distribution network,

could be used in combination to triads, tolling/arbitrage and

the reactive power capability could also be used for voltage

portfolio balancing to maximise the benefit from storage

control provision to the DNO as well as reactive power

operation. Additional revenues could be created using

support to the TSO. It has been specifically demonstrated

future services such as reactive power, enhanced frequency

that reactive power can be provided in parallel with other

response and demand turn-up services provision to the TSO.

services increasing the value of storage for the electricity

Furthermore, flexibility products are anticipated to be created
by DNOs and they could also be used to grow the stack of
benefits for a third party owned storage system.

system.
b.	The battery ESS of the SNS project has satisfied all the
criteria to pre-qualify for relevant commercial services
provision. It has been demonstrated that the system can

4. The most profitable commercial service that storage can

provide both services set out in the bid submission, i.e.

provide is currently frequency response: FFR is the most

provide quick response to facilitate frequency response

profitable service trialled in the SNS project compared to other

provision and sustain the response for a minimum of two

commercial services including STOR and tolling. This is due to

hours to provide STOR services to the TSO.

the current higher market price of the FFR service.
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6. System integration is key for successful storage
deployment: Integration of multiple systems and sub-

energy suppliers and the TSO, and the ability to reconcile
performance and payments.

systems provided by different suppliers to form a complete
energy storage solution (as shown in Figure 5), is lengthy in

8 Due to high fixed operating costs, the ESS should not

time and should be carefully accounted for in the planning

be idle: The fixed operating costs of ESSs connected to

stage of energy storage projects.

the distribution network are mainly comprised of auxiliary
consumption costs and fixed capacity costs. Additionally

7. Owning and operating storage assets implies   new
capabilities for a DNO:

there are less onerous fixed meter operator and electricity
supplier costs. These accrue independently of service

	a.	New processes are required: The trial designs and

provision from ESSs hence the design of contracts for storage

associated processes required to provide the services

services should take these under consideration to reduce the

trialled in the SNS project are effective. They require

uncertainty for investors.

coordination between many stakeholders, both internal to
the DNO including Network Control, Outage Planning and

9. When comparing static frequency response with dynamic

IT systems; but also between the DNO and external parties

frequency response, there is a balance to be struck

including software and hardware providers, electricity

between using the full technology potential versus

suppliers. This interaction is critical for the battery manager

the operating costs: Battery ESSs are capable of providing

to plan the services provision but also in evaluate each

both static and dynamic frequency response. It is clear that

service and ultimately reconcile the performance of each

the dynamic form of frequency response is more beneficial

service.

to the TSO as the storage system responds continuously to
frequency changes as opposed to a wide threshold trigger

b.	New capabilities for DNOs are required when facilitating

in the static frequency response variant. However, the costs

connections or owning and operating storage devices.

associated with the provision of DFFR are higher than those

		i. Increased interest in storage has led to a large amount

when providing SFFR as the energy use (both the energy to

of storage applications for new connections by third

charge/discharge the storage as well as the auxiliary supplies)

parties. DNOs, specifically their planning and operation

is increased. In addition, the higher utilisation of the ESS the

departments must ensure they understand the operation of

higher its degradation, which is currently not remunerated I

ESS. This will enable DNOs to properly design the network

any of the two FFR variants.

and ultimately facilitate cheaper and faster connections
while keeping network operation intact and maximising

4.2 Recommendations

the value of storage in the distribution network.

Based on the findings from the SNS project trials, the

		ii. When the DNO owns and operates ESSs, there are a set of

following recommendations are made.

skills required for optimising the use of the storage system.
These include understanding of the commercial terms of

1. Explore the reactive power capability of storage and its

the services that can be offered, adequately forecasting

interaction with real-time thermal ratings: ESSs offer the

the services required and the ESS availability to provide

capability of utilising reactive power for peak load reduction.

them, scheduling the system to offer the committed

In addition, seasonal ratings are currently used as per ER

services, interacting with third parties such as aggregators,

P2/7 to plan and operate distribution networks and calculate
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peak shaving requirements that can be satisfied by ESSs. It

constraints. Simultaneously, it can potentially benefit the

is recommended that the potential of utilising a combined

DNO by assisting with local voltage control and increasing

solution of reactive power capability from ESSs and the

the distribution network efficiency by reducing losses and

application of Real Time Thermal Ratings (RTTR) in providing

hence costs to customers.

more efficiently peak shaving services is investigated.
c.	Develop a system level approach for contracting storage
2. Assess the impact of storage on voltage and explore its

services. This approach should be targeted at improving

voltage control capabilities: The impact of ESS operation on

the economics, emissions and reliability of the electricity

voltage depends on the size of the ESS, its application (i.e. the

system as a whole while facilitating innovation and

expected operation profile) and its location in the distribution

competition.

network. Preliminary tests conducted in the SNS project

Ofgem’s flexibility project and the Transmission and Distribution

showed that high ramp rates which may be experienced

Interface (TDI) steering group organised by the Energy Networks

during provision of fast responding services, may lead to

Association (ENA)

unacceptable voltage step changes. It is recommended that

opportunity to act on the above recommendations.

provide network operators with the

reactive power capabilities of ESSs to assist with voltage
control and minimise such impact are further investigated.

4. Explore the potential of developing a framework to
bundle existing services for storage: ESS can offer a

3. Increase DNO-TSO collaboration: The penetration of

number of services that are either currently accessible and

distributed energy resources in distribution networks has led

have been trialled in the SNS project or that are in the process

to a number of challenges for DNOs and the TSO. Specifically,

of being developed and tendered for in the forthcoming

the saturation of distribution networks from Distributed

years. Most of these services are procured by the TSO and are

Generation (DG) has led to voltage issues at transmission

aimed at assisting with frequency control. The provision of

entry points. On the other hand, this increased DG penetration

these services however, is mutually exclusive; for example,

and the closure of conventional power plants has amplified

a resource that offers FFR may not offer STOR in parallel. The

the capacity needs for frequency response for the TSO. It is

response times of all these services start from sub-second

recommended that the collaboration between DNOs and the

(i.e. enhanced frequency response) and their response period

TSO is increased with the aim to:

is up to two hours (i.e. STOR). ESSs can be sized appropriately

a.	Bridge the gap between TSO services provision and DNO

to be able to offer all these services and assist the TSO with

potential requirements. For example, new services that

frequency control from a sub-second period after a frequency

are required by the TSO from resources that are or will

event throughout several hours. It is recommended that

be connected in the distribution network, should be

services bundling is evaluated with the aim to retrieve the full

carefully designed aiming to satisfy both the TSO and DNOs

value from ESSs.

requirements while working for the benefit of the long
term whole electricity system.

In conclusion, the SNS project has provided evidence on the
potential of grid scale storage and the revenues associated

b.	Design services that are complementary. For example,

with it. These results will be critical for the industry as the

reactive power utilisation from distributed energy

uptake of storage increases and policy makers understand the

resources may benefit both the TSO by relieving voltage

opportunities it presents.
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